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1.Abstract
Radiometrically calibrated radiance hyperspectral images can be converted
into reflectance images using atmospheric correction in order to extract useful
ground information. There are some artifacts in the converted reflectance images
due to spectrally misregistered sensor and atmospheric model error. These
artifacts give coherent saw-tooth effects in the spectra of the reflectance imagery.
These effects degrade the performance of classification and target detection
algorithms and make them difficult to compare with ground target spectra. Three
spectral misregistration compensation methods were developed in order to
compensate for the consistent noise effects. If a ground truth spectrum exists for
a test image, the ground truth spectrum can be divided by the spectrum derived
from the reflectance image. This will give a coefficient indicating the difference
between the ground truth spectrum and the noisy spectrum in the reflectance
image. Multiplying this coefficient spectrum and the reflectance image spectrum
can correct the saw-tooth effects. The other methods use the Cubic Spline
smoothing technique. Cubic Spline smoothing is a fitting algorithm with a non
local smoothing method. Cubic spline smoothing can smooth out the saw-tooth
noise in the spectra then the correction coefficient can be calculated as describe
above. It is important to find relatively pure and unmixed pixels for the correction
coefficient. Two methods for identifying relatively pure pixels were used for this
research. The first is the Uniform Region method that is to identify the pixels with
small standard deviation values among neighbor pixels. The second method is
the Least Ratio method that is used to calculate ratios (standard deviation between
smoothed and non-smoothed spectra divided by average reflectance of the
spectra) and then calculate the correction coefficient using pixels having small
ratios.
Spectral misregistration was also simulated using MODTRAN lookup table
and DIRSIG (The Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation)
synthetic image to understand and characterize the effect of spectral
misregistration.
The spectral misregistration compensation algorithms were tested and
verified by the performance measurement of classification and target detection
algorithms for test images (real and synthetic images).
2. Introduction
Remote sensing is an important emerging technology that has a potential to
save a lot of time and money for searching for minerals and general mapping of
landcover areas. Remote sensing is a very effective and useful tool but the
problems that remote sensing needs to overcome are atmospheric effects, sensor
spectral and spatial calibration, sensor noises, and environmental noises. The
atmospheric effects are the most significant to the remotely sensed images. Dust,
water vapor, oxygen, etc. can scatter and absorb the light reflected by the target
while the light passes through the atmosphere. One of the major goals of the
remote sensing community is to adequately remove atmospheric effects and derive
a reflectance image from the radiance image.
Many atmospheric removal algorithms exist: ATREM (Atmosphere Removal
program) (Gao, 1993) and the Total Inversion algorithm (Sanders, 1999) are
representative algorithms. Total inversion developed by Lee Sanders was used
for removing atmosphere in this research. Total Inversion derives columnar
atmospheric condition (water vapor amount, elevation, and visibility) in the radiance
image by using several methods. Once the atmosphere conditions have been
estimated using various techniques, Total Inversion calculates the reflectance value
by using the found atmosphere transmittance and radiance parameters in a
MODTRAN lookup table. However, the resulting reflectance spectra of Total
Inversion have coherent saw-tooth patterns. These noisy coherent patterns come
from spectral misregistration effects between the sensor and the MODTRAN
atmosphere model. It is difficult to quantify the extent of the spectral
misregistration in the sensor and MODTRAN so currently the best method for
compensation of the spectral misregistration effects involves empirical methods
that regard to remove the saw-tooth noisy pattern while preserving the absorption
features and spectral signals in the spectra.
Three spectral misregistration compensation algorithms were developed and
utilized in this research. One simple algorithm uses ground truth spectra and the
other two methods use cubic spline smoothing. These algorithms were developed
in order to remove the spectral misregistration effects. The Least Ratio algorithm
using cubic spline smoothing technique was developed by Bocai Gao (Gao, 1998)
and the Uniform Region algorithm was developed in this research. A cubic spline
smoothing technique was used for smoothing out the saw-tooth noise patterns in
the spectral signatures of hyperspectral images. Cubic spline smoothing can
smooth the noise in the spectra slightly non-locally. It can control smoothness by
adjusting the tension value. As the tension increases, it flattens out the curves
between data points. On the other hand, as it decreases, the observed data are
reproduced more closely at the expense of increased curvature.
Two real and one synthetic hyperspectral images were used for estimating the
performance of each method. Three classification algorithms and two target
detection algorithms classified the test images with and without applying the
spectral misregistration compensation algorithms. The classification results were
compared in order to observe whether the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms made any improvements.
3. Background
3-1 Hyperspectral images
The remote sensing community has been using hyperspectral images for
identifying the locations of minerals, finding temperatures of water, and deciding
pollution levels of some locations. The hyperspectral image has higher spectral
resolution (about 10 nm) and broad spectral range (400 - 2500 nm) than
multispectral remote sensing images. The hyperspectral images with this high
spectral resolution can be used for various tasks as described above. The
hyperspectral image cube has 3 dimensions. Two dimensions represent spatial x-y
pixel locations and the other dimension gives the spectral information for each
spatial pixel. This spectral information is useful to identify the existence of a
specific material because there is a high probability that a specific material has its
own unique spectrum. Figure 3-1-1 shows how spectra change with the material
types in each pixel.
EACH SPATIAL ELEMENT HAS A
CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM THAT
IS USED TO ANALYZE THE
SURFACE AND ATMOSPHERE
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Figure 3-1-1 The concept of hyperspectral images and the spectral samples depending
on locations and materials (NASA, 2000)
Identifying unique spectra in a hyperspectral image is a major issue in the
remote sensing community. The atmosphere and noise of the hyper spectral
sensor itself hamper the detection of specific spectra. Figure 3-1-2 is an example
of three-dimensional hyperspectral image. Note that the black bands in the spectra
are the atmospheric absorption bands.
Figure 3-1-2 An AVIRIS image cube that shows spatial and spectral dimensions.
In order to appreciate the issues addressed by this research, a detailed
discussion of the technology and instrumentation is necessary. The next section
will describe state-of-the-art hyperspectral sensors and their technical structure.
3-2 Hyperspectral sensors
Over the past decades, a number of airborne imaging spectrometers have
been built and flown. It has not been until recent years that advances in sensor
technology, data recording, and computational hardware have brought
hyperspectral imagery from a research experiment to a more mainstream remote
sensing tool. Representative hyper-spectrometers are AVIRIS (The Airborne
Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer) developed by NASA and HYDICE (the
Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment) instruments. These two
spectrometers have similar features. AVIRIS covers the 0.4-2.5pm wavelength
range in 224 10nm wide channels and HYDICE has 210 channels, 10nm wide.
OEWAR ANO DETECTORS
SPECTROMETER
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:igure 3-2-1. The AVIRIS instrument with labeled components and attributes (Vane, 1993)
AVIRIS flies aboard a NASA ER-2 airplane (a U2 plane modified for increased
performance) at approximately 20 km above sea level, at about 730 km/hr. AVIRIS
uses a scanning mirror to sweep back and forth ("whisk
broom" fashion), producing
614 pixels for the 224 detectors each scan. Each pixel produced by the instrument
covers an approximately 20 meter square area on the ground (with some overlap
between pixels), thus yielding a ground swath about 11 kilometers wide.
Followings are the summary ofAVIRIS spectrometer (NASA, 2000)
17 Mbps data rate through 1994, 20.4 Mbps from 1995.
10 bit data encoding through 1994, 12 bit from 1995.
Silicon (Si) detectors for the visible range, and indium-antimonide (InSb)
detectors for the near infrared.
"Whisk broom" scanning
12 Hz scanning rate
Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) cooled detectors
10 nm nominal channel bandwidth, calibrated to within 1 nm
30 degrees total field of view (full 614 samples)
1 milliradian Instantaneous Field Of View (IFOV, one sample), calibrated to
within 0.1 mrad
S-VHS ST-120 cassette tape recording medium
The Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE) is the next
generation high resolution, airborne imaging spectrometer. HYDICE covers the
spectral range from 0.4-2.5 urn, with an average spectral resolution of 10.2 nm. At
a design altitude of 6 km, spatial resolution is 3 m over a 936 m swath. One of the
unique features of HYDICE is its dispersing element: a Schmidt double-pass
biprism spectrometer. This spectrometer allows imaging over a continuous spectral
range rather than separation of the range into discrete spectrometers. Collimated
light from the entrance slit is dispersed using a prism doublet, then focused onto
the detector. HYDICE uses a 320 x 210 element indium antimonide area detector
array. The single detector is designed to cover the full spectrum range of the
instrument, and combined with the dispersing element, allows HYDICE to use a
single optical path design. The instrument thus offers a radical simplification over
designs like AVIRIS, lowering the cost and circumventing the difficulties of multiple
spectrometer/detector pairs and optical subsystem coupling. (Basedow, 1992)
Figure 3-2-2 The HYDICE instrument
The next section will describe mathematical equations of radiometry and
how the solar radiance energy propagates through the atmosphere and what
atmospheric interactions (absorption, scattering, etc) affect the radiance reflected
by a ground target reflector. MODTRAN atmospheric model will be described in
the next section and how Total Inversion (an atmosphere compensation algorithm)
tries to remove atmosphere with a MODTRAN lookup table to derive the
reflectance image from the radiance hyperspectral image.
3-3 Atmospheric correction algorithm
3-3-1 Radiometry and Big Equation
Before introducing the detail in atmospheric correction or removal algorithm, it
is necessary to explain the radiometry involved in the propagation of solar energy
through the atmosphere, down to a ground target, and up to an airborne sensor.
In the downward path and upward paths, the solar energy interacts with
atmospheric constituents such as aerosols, water vapor and gases. This interaction
is present on both sun-to-target and target-to-sensor paths. Figure 3-3-1-1 shows
the significant solar energy path during the propagation from the sun to the ground
target and from the target to the detector.
10
Figure 3-3-1-1 Solar energy Path
Type A solar energy propagates through atmosphere with minimum interaction and
the airborne detector can see the photons from the ground target. These photons
carry the most spectral information about the target. Type B photons are
scattered by the atmosphere and reflected by the ground target to the sensor.
These photons are commonly called skylight or sky shine or downwelled radiance.
This downwelled radiance effect becomes significant when the atmosphere
contains high concentrations of aerosols (hazy skies). Another group of photons
(type C) does not interact with the ground target, but is scattered into the sensor.
This upwelled radiance carries no information about the target, but is a major factor
affecting the sensed signal. It becomes a large component of the entire radiance
to the sensor in the extreme cases. Type D photons pass the atmosphere,
reflect from background objects, hit the ground target object and propagate through
n
atmosphere to the sensor. Generally these photons do not make a significant
contribution and could be negligible. However, if specular targets or targets with a
high background contrast are present, effects of these multiple scattering photons
must be considered.
We can express all the above solar energy paths in one mathematical
expression. Equation 3-3-1 is the simplified equation including all the possible
energy paths except self-emitting thermal energy: the so called Big Equation.
(Schott, 1997)
L = J's r, coso-^- + (F[L ]+ (1 - F)[Lbs ^rd |r2 + Lus (3-3-1 )
This equation will be briefly explained in this thesis by discriminating each path.
The first expression "s r, coscr' is the reflected solar radiance path. E'sisthe
n
exoatmospheric irradiance [wm"2 urn"1] onto a surface perpendicular to the incident
beam, xi is the atmospheric transmission along the sun-target path, and the angle
a' is the solar declination angle relative to the axis that is normal to the target.
Ideally the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is defined as
r, _
UP.J.)
BRDF
E(0tJ
[sr-1] (3-3-2)
Eq. 3-3-2 is the ratio of the radiance scattered into the direction 0o,<f>o to the
irradiance from the 0(.,^. direction. However, the BRDF requires large numbers
of measurement at all directions and with different samples. So an assumption is
12
added in order to get a simplified and unitless form of reflectance and the
assumption is that the reflector has a Lambertian surface. The perfect Lambertian
surface is defined to have a total reflectivity of unity and it has the same radiance at
any direction. The bidirectional reflectance factor (BDRF) can be defined as the
ratio of the radiance reflected into a particular direction to the radiance that would
be reflected into the same direction by a perfect Lambertian radiator illuminated in
an identical fashion. The BRDF can be redefined as Eq. 3-3-3 related to the
BDRF.
W[^~'] =i^ (3-3-3)nysr]
r
term in Eq. 3-3-1 is the same expression as Eq. 3-3-3 with omitted BDRF
Tt
subscript.
F in the Eq. 3-3-1 denotes the fraction of the hemisphere above the target
which is sky. Some background objects that are close to the target can block the
radiance going to the target and this blocked radiance by the background objects
can be described as 1-F.
S denotes scattering in Lds so F[Lds] means that down-welled scattering
radiance from sky. (1 -F)[Lbs ] expression describes that background scattering
radiance from the background. Finally, these two expressions are multiplied by rd
and it is Eq. 3-3-4. rd\s the diffuse reflectance that is defined as the hemispheric
reflectance with the specular component removed. This is measured by collecting
all the flux from the sample by using an integrating sphere, except that into a
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narrow cone about the specular direction.
MA*]+(1 -*)[* fc, (3-3-4)
Eq. 3-3-5 shows that the entire radiance reflected from the ground target is
multiplied by the transmission along the target-sensor path (t2).
jtf. r, coscr^ + (F[Lj+(\ - F)[Lbs Jr, |r2 (3-3-5)
Finally the last expression Lus denotes the up-welled scattering radiances.
These radiances are not multiplied by transmission because the up-welled
radiance is generated by the atmosphere close to the sensor. The detailed
explanation and theory about the Big Equation could be found in (Schott, 1997).
3-3-2 MODTRAN (MODerate resolution TRANsmittance)
To date, ground truth measurement of targets in the scene and atmospheric
condition measurements (sun-photometers and radiosondes) are the best method
for extracting atmospheric information. Obtaining ground truth data is expensive,
and time-consuming work. Atmospheric removal algorithms have been developed
in order to extract the atmospheric information from hyperspectral images without
using ground truth data. These algorithms utilize a radiative transfer model of the
atmosphere.
The MODTRAN (MODerate resolution TRANsmittance) atmospheric
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modeling algorithm has been developed in order to calculate atmospheric
transmittance and radiance for frequencies from 0 to 50,000 cm"1 at moderate
spectral resolution. MODTRAN (Berk, 1998) has following capabilities:
Spherical refractive geometry, solar and lunar source functions
Scattering (Rayleigh, Mie, single and multiple)
Default profiles (gases, aerosols, clouds, fogs, and rain).
MODTRAN uses the HITRAN (high-resolution transmission molecular absorption
database) database to calculate the transmission and emission effects of the
molecules in the atmosphere.
The basic idea in MODTRAN is to approximate the atmosphere and Earth
surface as a sequence of homogeneous layers. MODTRAN calculates the
radiance contribution of each layer and the surface is treated as a layer of infinite
opacity with variable emissivity/reflectivity. The transmittance calculation is based
on band model parameters for molecular line absorption from HITRAN96 database
and extinction coefficients for continuous molecular absorptions, such as the H20,
N2, CFC and HN03 vibrational bands and electronic transitions of 02, O3, also
extinction coefficients from water particulates (i.e., clouds, fogs, and rain) and
aerosols. (Berk, 1998)
A lookup table can be generated by MODTRAN. It includes simulated
atmospheric transmittance and radiance data at the various atmospheric conditions.
This lookup table gives atmospheric condition data for an atmospheric correction
algorithm to convert a radiance image into a reflectance image. Figure 3-3-2-1
shows the structure of a MODTRAN generated 3-dimensional lookup table. The
users can define the number of steps and range of surface elevation, visibility, and
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water vapor amount.
/ Visibility
Surface Elevation
p^
n
?i
T 7
/
o />-l /
Figure 3-3-2-1 The structure of MODTRAN generated lookup table
This 3-dimension LUT (lookup table) contains the following atmospheric conditions
with fixed values of the surface elevation (or surface-pressure-depth), visibility, and
water vapor amount:
Direct reflected radiance (Lgrnd) [Watts/(cmA2 sr microns)]
The transmission losses along the target-sensor path (x2) [0.0-1 .0]
Upwelled radiance (Lu)[Watts/(cmA2 sr microns)]
Spherical albedo [0.0-1 .0]
Spectral weight [microns]
Downwelled radiance (Ld)[Watts/(cmA2 sr microns)]
Environmental radiance (Lenv)[Watts/(cmA2 sr microns)]
The above atmospheric conditions generated by MODTRAN could be changed
whenever one of the values of elevation, visibility and water vapor changes.
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Finding elevation, visibility and water vapor amount for each spatial location is
the task for the Total Inversion atmospheric correction algorithms.
The next section will describe how Total Inversion calculates atmospheric
conditions (water vapor, visibility and elevation) and reflectance values for each
spatial pixel by using MODTRAN lookup table.
3-3-3 Total Inversion atmospheric correction algorithm
The objective to remove atmospheric absorption and scattering effects is
taken by the Total Inversion algorithm (Sanders, 1999). The Total Inversion
algorithm attempts to remove atmospheric effects and invert from radiometrically
calibrated hyperspectral radiance images to estimated ground reflectance by using
one of the following methods: NLLSSF (Non-linear least squared spectral fit),
APDA (Atmospheric Pre-corrected Differential Absorption) and RIMAC (the
Regression Intersection Method forAerosol Correction) methods. Removing
atmospheric absorption and scattering effects is a very important issue for every
airborne imaging spectrometer so that surface reflectance can be derived.
The radiance reaching to the sensor can be described by equation 3-3-6.
(Sanders, 1999)
1 =
^Lgrdn + Ldownweded >P
, r , _ j /o o c\^sensor (if)-/? s) "Polled + Pavg^em [p-O-K})
Where Lsensor is the radiance reaching to the sensor, Lgrdn is direct reflected
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radiance, Ldownweiied is downwelled radiance, Lupweiieci is upwelled radiance, S is
spherical albedo defined as the total fraction of incident irradiance scattered by a
body in all directions, Lenv is environmental radiance defined as the direct and
scattered solar radiance that interacts with a surround area with reflectance, pavg
and p is the ground target reflectance. When we set p=pavg (the target reflectance
within the sensor IFOV: Instant Field Of View) and solve Equation 3-3-6 for the
ground reflectance of the target yields the equation:
\ sensor upwelled )
V^grnd + ^downwelled + ^env /+ V"sensor ~ ^upwelled P
/ /o o -7\
P = 77 ; ; rT; ; ^ (3-3-7)
The MODTRAN lookup table has the solutions of all the unknown parameters in .
the Equation 3-3-7 except the ground reflectance so the ground reflectance could
be calculated by using the above equation at specific spectral region but the three
parameters (surface elevation, visibility, and water vapor amount) needed to
access the MODTRAN lookup table are unknown as described in Section 3-3-2.
These three unknown parameters for each spatial pixel should be found in the Total
Inversion algorithm in order to invert from the radiance at the sensor to the ground
reflectance. Total Inversion can process the imagery using an image and
estimates of the three parameters on a pixel-by-pixel estimate if the assumption of
a homogeneous atmosphere does not hold.
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Input Constant Parame
ters (i.e. geometry, parti
cle density, etc)
Input Image Pixel: Solve
for Surface Pressure
Depth in 760nm O2 band
Solve for Atmospheric Visibil
ity Given an Aerosol Type
Using NLLSSF or RTMAC
Using all Solved Parameters, Invert Govern
ing Radiometric Equation and Calculate
Ground Reflectance. (1st Pass)
Solve for Total Column
Water Vapor Using
NLLSSF orAPDA
1
Calculate pavg from reflectance im
age using aerosol phase function
Using new radiative transfer equation
and initial parameters from 1st pass, in
vert to ground reflectance.
(2nd
pass)
Figure 3-3-3-1 Overview of Total Inversion atmospheric correction algorithm (Sanders,
1999)
Figure 3-3-3-1 shows a brief flow chart of the Total Inversion algorithm to
explain the procedures and options of finding surface elevation (surface pressure),
visibility, and water vapor. Using surface elevation, visibility and water vapor
amount, the ground reflectance can be calculated by using the governing
radiometric equation
(1st Pass). The following chart shows a brief summary about
available options and which options could be applied in order to solve the three
parameters.
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Parameter Options
Surface elevation Default or truth data
NLLSSF (fits 02 band)
Visibility Default or truth data
NLLSSF (fits .4 - .7pm bands)
RIMAC (fits .55-.7pm bands)
Water vapor Default or truth data
NLLSSF (fits H20 band)
APDA (fits H20 band)
During the first pass, the atmospheric PSF (Point Spread Function) is determined
for second pass. The PSF describes the image-wide atmospheric blurring or
scattering conditions and it is applied to the first pass reflection result by
convolution. The convolved (averaged by the PSF) reflectance image could be
used as paVg in Equation 3-3-8.
\ sensor upwelled Pavg env K Pavg13 J /q q q\
p = __ , (3-3-8)
V^grnd T ^downwelled I
Surface Elevation
The radiance reaching a hyperspectral sensor is partially absorbed by mixed
gases in the atmosphere when it passes through the atmosphere in both source-to-
ground and ground-to-sensor paths. One of the strongest atmospheric gas
absorption features is due to oxygen. The absorption feature spans from about
745 nm to 785 nm spectral region and its peak location is 760 nm. (Figure 3-3-3-2)
The higher the sensor, the greater the absorbing column of gasses that well
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attenuates the radiance propagating from the ground to the sensor. This
relationship can be used to estimate the surface elevation.
0.003
0.0025 -
0.002
0.0015
0.001
0.0005
- MODTRAN Fit Radiance
- AVIRIS Radiance
0.74 0.745 0.75 0.755 0.76 0.765 0.77 0.775 0.78 0.785
Wavelength (\>m)
Figure 3-3-3-2 A MODTRAN 4 NLLSSF spectrum and AVIRIS Boreas measured
spectrum for the oxygen band at 760nm (Sanders, 1 999)
Only NLLSSF (Non-Linear Least Squared Spectral Fit) can be used for finding
surface elevation in Total Inversion. The NLLSSF method iteratively finds
minimum errors between the oxygen absorption feature of the calibrated radiance
image spectra and that of the radiance reaching the sensor calculated from the
MODTRAN lookup table. The NLLSSF technique is based on the AMOEBA (Press,
W.H., 1992) algorithm that is used to minimize the error between observed spectral
radiance and modeled spectral radiance.
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Visibility
Once the surface elevation has been determined, this value is fixed. Total
Inversion will then attempt to estimate the effect of aerosol. The scattering effects
by the atmospheric aerosols to the radiance reaching to sensor are significant.
The scattering effect is proportional to and the range .4 - .7pm has the
A
strongest impact of aerosol. The NLLSSF method use a fitting algorithm to find
the minimum error between the sensor measured radiance and the radiance
calculated from the radiative transfer function (Equation 3-3-6) with the parameter
values generated from MODTRAN runs.
Another option for estimating visibility is the RIMAC (The Regression
Intersection Method forAerosol Correction) algorithm. This method assumes that
the up-welled radiance is a function of aerosol scattering in the 550nm - 700nm
wavelength range. RIMAC classifies the homogenous regions in the DC (Digital
Count) image by using a unsupervised classification algorithm. The found classes
are regressed to the intersection in band pair domain in order to find the radiance
from zero reflectance which represents the up-welled radiance. (Figure 3-3-3-3)
The average of the regressed intersections in DC band pairs can be converted to
the up-welled radiance of the entire image. Once the up-welled radiance is
estimated by the regression intersection method, RIMAC compares the scene-
derived up-welled radiance and the MODTRAN calculated up-welled radiance to
estimate a visibility value. The minimum error with a specific visibility value gives
the indication of proper visibility of the entire image area.
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DC band 2
ClassA
Class B
DC band 1
Figure 3-3-3-3 Example of the extrapolation in RIMAC to find zero reflectance
Water vapor value must be found to utilize the MODTRAN lookup table.
The next section will describe how the columnarwater vapor value in the
atmosphere can be found.
WaterVapor
Once the surface elevation and visibility are fixed, the columnar water
vapor amount can be determined by the NLLSSF orAPDA (TheAtmospheric Pre-
Corrected Differential Absorption). The NLLSSF technique for finding water vapor
amount has the same procedure for finding visibility but the liquid water vapor
scalar is determined by using the Continuum Interpolated Band Ratio method
(Bruegge, 1990; Green, 1989) in the 975nm absorption band. So the APDA
technique will be briefly explained in this section.
The APDA equation for the three-channel case is given in Equation (3-3-8):
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RAPDA
[I'm *-'atm,mJi /o o o\
UR([Xr]j/[Lr-Lata#r]j)|ra
where LIR([x], [y])|a refers to the linear regression line y=ax+b for the points (x, y)
evaluated for y at x=a where x = Xr and y = Lr- Latm, r in Equation (3-3-8).
Essentially, this is a regression line across the atmospheric "windows" before and
after the water vapor absorption feature (Li and L2) in the spectrum (Figure 3-3-3-
4). The denominator becomes the interpolated point L4 with the estimated
upwelling radiance subtracted. The numerator of Equation (3-3-8) is located at
the wavelength of the trough of the absorption feature (L3) in Figure 3-3-3-4. The
subscripts / andy in Equation (3-3-8) refer to the measurement and reference
channels respectively.
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Figure 3.3-3-4. Linear regression across the 940nm water vapor band
An exponential approach similar to Beer's Law is used to relate the R ratio to the
corresponding precipitable water vapor amount (PW):
xwv(PW),RAPDA=e-^^) (3-3-9)
where a, p, and y are the parameters of columnar water vapor content. Solving
Equation (3-3-9) for the water vapor content:
PW(RAPDA) = ("ln^ATOA)"Y)P
a
(3-3-10)
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Readers can find the detail steps and information in (Sanders, 1999).
The next section will describe the causes of spectral misregistration in
hyperspectral image and the effects of spectral misregistration on the spectra of a
hyperspectral image.
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3-4 Spectral misregistration
Though the recent spectrometers described in section 3-2 have high precision,
various sources of error are possible. Possible sources of error could be errors in
the bulb standards in-flight calibration unit, spectral and radiometric calibration
uncertainty, in-flight system changes, solar irradiance model errors, inaccuracy in
atmospheric parameter estimation and radiative transfer code errors.(Boardman,
1998)
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Figure 3-4-1 Comparison between the spectra taken in Lab and the spectra from
HYDICE imagery inverted by Total Inversion algorithm
Figure 3-4-1 shows an example of the spectral difference between the
ground truth (Lab measured) spectra and the inverted spectra by the Total
Inversion. Note the high frequency artifacts manifested as small spikes. These
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high frequency artifacts can cause algorithms using spectral reflectance libraries to
fail. These spikes come from small errors in assumed wavelengths and errors in
line parameters compiled on the HITRAN database that are used by MODTRAN
and spectrally misregistered sensor. Methods to remove these spikes could be
based on global fitting of spectra with low order polynomials and local fitting of
spectra with spline smoothing (Gao, 1998). The drawback of global fitting
algorithms is that it may remove crucial absorption features from spectra of interest.
Another method to remove the noise is to generate a spectral misregistration
correction coefficient that can be applied to the entire image. The basic
assumption of the spectral misregistration correction coefficient is that the saw
tooth noise is systematic error present throughout the entire image so a single
correction coefficient may correct the high frequency noise in the image.
Most hyperspectral sensors have Gaussian type spectral PSF (Point
Spread Function) for each spectral channel as shown in Figure 3-4-2. Spectral
misregistrations in actual spectral channel locations cause overlap with neighbor
spectral channel. It is impossible to estimate the extent of spectral misregistration
of spectral channels with the inverted reflectance image because spectral
misregistration effects involve the MODTRAN atmospheric model. The elevation
of the spectrometer and the atmosphere condition may give some spectral
misregistration effect on the image when the image was taken. This is true for the
HYDICE sensor where changes in atmosphere pressure alter the spectrometer
performance. Figure 3-4-2 shows the spectral profile of HYDICE system at 1 550
nm. Note that the center of spectral profile should be located at 1 550 nm but it
locates at about 1555 nm. This spectral misregistration error will have significant
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effect because the spectral space between two channels is 10 nm. This kind of
spectral misregistration was simulated in this research and the spectral
misregistration simulation will be described in section 4-4.
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Figure 3-4-2 Spectral profile at 1550 nm of HYDICE (Basedow, 1994)
Next section will describe the Cubic Spline technique that is used for the
calculation of spectral misregistration compensation algorithms. The mathematical
detail about the Cubic Spline technique is not described but the broad concept is
described to the extent needed for this research.
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3-5 Cubic Spline Techniques
Cubic Spline fitting technique is very popular and widely used in
engineering and scientific computing. Cubic Spline fitting technique is used
mainly for interpolating given data points so it cannot change the actual data points.
However, Cubic Spline smoothing has a little bit different approach. Cubic Spline
smoothing does not require keeping the same given data points but it has more
flexibility to adjust data points in order to smooth out noisy curves. Cubic Spline
smoothing is an ideal smoothing tool for removing noise in spectra because it
smoothes noisy curves slightly non-locally. Global smoothing techniques may
remove crucial spectral features. The brief and conceptual information about Cubic
Spline Smoothing technique will be described in this paper. More mathematical
details could be found in Numerical Recipes (Press, 1992) and (Gao, 1998). In
order to describe the Spline Smoothing technique, Cubic Spline fitting will be
introduced first.
3-5-1 Cubic Spline Fitting Technique (Gao, 1998)
We assume a data points set X0 < Xl < ... < X,._, < Xr.. < Xj then an
associated set of the observed data is prescribed by y0,y1,...,yJ,...,yJ . We seek
an interpolating function h(x) such that its first and second derivatives are
continuous at data points. That is, h} = h(Xj) = y. . Figure 3-5-1 shows the
conceptual interpolating functions between data points.
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Figure 3-5-1 An illustration of the interpolating function h(x)
The function h(x) can be expressed as:
h(x) =
Hx(x) X0<x<Xl
Hj'x) Xj,<x<Xi
Hjix) XiA<x<X,
where
Xj=X0+jA
h.=h(x.yj = o,i,2,...j
{Sj}, the spline coefficients, can be interpreted as the normalized second
derivatives.
A, the distance between two samples. Equally spaced samples were assumed in
this case for convenience.
(3-5-1)
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Cubic Spline fitting requires three conditions:
The polynomials Hj(x) in adjacent segments are continuous at the knots.
HJ(xJ) = hJ=HJ+l(XJ)
The first derivative is continuous at the knots provided that
s + 4sj + sJ+l = hhx - 2hj + hj+x (3-5-2)
The second derivative is continuous at the knots
H"j(Xj) = H"j+](Xj) = -^sJ
The interpolating functions (3-5-1 ) are characterized by choosing Sj values. The
selection of these spline coefficients requires some constraints that characterize
the spline fitting. Those constraints are:
1 . Minimization of the second derivative
f'
[H"(x)]2dx = ^[s2_l + s2 +sMSj]
The only term with variables is [s2M +s2. +Sj_xSj] so the above term can be
simplified as:
j
5>j-i+*j+*,-i*;]
7=1
However, this is not enough to guarantee continuity at the knots. So another
constraint is introduced from equation (3-5-2). It is:
*,._, + 4sj + sj+i
- (hH - 2hj + hj+l ) = 0
Lagrangian multipliers make it possible to minimize the above constraint.
The simple spline formulation for the minimization is
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7=1 7=1 (3-0-J)
where /IjS are the Lagrangian multiplier
Details of solving X,s and finding the spline coefficients {Sj} could be found
in the reference (Gao, 1998).
3-5-2 Cubic Spline Smoothing Technique (Gao, 1998)
In the Spline fitting technique, the {hj} are errorless data or observations and
the spline passes each point y but Spline Smoothing adds a weak constraint term
(^[hj-yj]2) so that the smoothed spline {hj} does not necessarily pass through
7=0
the original observed data {yi}, unlike the case of the spline fitting. The modified
minimization formulation with the weak constraint term is
7=1 7=0
7=1
where
r2 is an adjustableweighting factor. As it increase, the tension of the spline
smoothing increases.
The next section will describe the concepts and characteristics of
classification and target detection algorithms used in this research. These
algorithms were used to estimate the performances of the developed spectral
misregistration compensation methods.
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3-6 Classification, Target detection algorithms and Performance Metrics
In this research, three classification algorithms and two target detection
algorithms that have been widely used by the Remote sensing community were
used for benchmarking the performance of spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. Minimum Distance (MD), Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM), Binary
Encoding (BE) for classification algorithms and Matched Filtering (MF), Spectral
Feature Fitting (SFF) for target detection algorithms were used. These algorithms
are standard tools in the ENVI (the Environment for Visualizing images) image
processing software package. ENVI includes very useful remote sensing data
processing and analysis tools. Almost all data processing and analysis were done
by ENVI for this research.
3-6-1 Classification Algorithms
Minimum Distance (MD)
The minimum distance technique uses the mean vectors of each endmember
and calculates the Euclidean distance from each unknown pixel to the mean vector
for each class. All pixels are classified to the nearest class. This technique does
not concern the statistics of each class. Generally, the pixels to be classified has
at least multi spectral dimensions. The distances D1 and D2 are defined as
Di = [(Class t - Unknown)2 f (3-6-1 )
Figure 3-6-1 shows an unknown pixel is classified to classl. However, Figure 3-
6-2 shows the Minimum Distance (MD) classifier has a probability of
misclassification if the classes in a test image have different histograms.
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Gaussian Maximum Likelihood (GML) classifier is more sophisticated in that it
utilizes class covariate statistics and performs better than MD. These statistics,
however, are difficult to obtain from library spectra where the population of samples
is generally small. Typically, the endmembers are extracted from the reflectance
image (in-scene derived endmembers) then the statistics of scene-derived
endmembers can be calculated.
DI D2
^ r
0 Class 1 Unknown Class2
Figure 3-6-1 The example of using minimum distance classifier with single band image.
The unknown pixel will be classified to Classl since D1 is smaller.
0 Classl Unknown Class2
Figure 3-6-2 Use of simple statistical distances to develop classifiers that are sensitive to
variance in the data
Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)
The Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) is a spectral classification that uses an n-
dimensional angle to match pixels to reference spectra. The algorithm determines
the spectral similarity between two spectra by calculating the angle between the
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spectra, treating them as vectors in a space with dimensionality equal to the
number of bands. This technique, when used on calibrated reflectance data, is
relatively insensitive to illumination and albedo effects. SAM compares the angle
between the endmember spectrum vector and each pixel vector in n-dimensional
space. Smaller angles represent closer matches to the reference spectrum. Pixels
further away than the specified maximum angle threshold in radians are not
classified. (ENVI, 2000)
Band I
'dark
point*' Band J
Figure 3-6-3 Example of SAM with two-band image (ENVI, 2000)
Equation 3-6-3 shows the calculating angle (radian) between test vector t and
reference vector r . The user of SAM can designate a threshold value and if the
calculated angles were not smaller than the threshold value, the identified pixels
with larger angle than the threshold will not be assigned to the reference vector
class.
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t r
\
r J
= cos
l
(3-6-2)
SAM calculates only an angle between two vectors so if two vectors have the
same spectral angle but have different lengths (reflectance levels), those two
vectors will be classified to the same class. If a spectrum has similar spectral
feature with the reference spectrum but has different reflectance level, it will be
classified to the same class as the reference spectrum.
Binary Encoding (BE)
The binary encoding classification technique encodes the data and endmember
spectra into Os and 1s based on whether a band falls below or above the spectrum
mean. An exclusive OR function is used to compare each encoded reference
spectrum with the encoded data spectra and a classification image produced. All
pixels are classified to the endmember with the greatest number of bands that
match unless the user specifies a minimum match threshold, in which case some
pixels may be unclassified if they do not meet the criteria. (ENVI, 2000)
Figure 3-6-4 shows an example of how BE calculates the binary numbers for test
spectrum and endmember spectrum.
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Figure 3-6-4 Schematic example of Binary Encoding algorithm. Red line in the plot shows
the average reflectance of the spectrum (Klatt, 2000)
3-6-2 Target Detection algorithms
Target detection algorithms generate a series of gray-scale images (rule
images), one for each selected endmember. The floating point results provide a
means of estimating relative degree of match to the reference spectrum and
approximate sub-pixel abundance. Target detection algorithms can generate a rule
image even with one endmember unlike classification algorithms. Classification
algorithms generally require all possible endmembers in the image.
The next two subsections will describe the brief theories of Matched Filter
(MF) and Spectral Feature Fitting (SFF).
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Matched Filter (MF)
Matched Filtering finds the abundances of user-defined endmembers using a
partial unmixing. Not all of the endmembers in the image need to be known. This
technique maximizes the response of the known endmember and suppresses the
response of the composite unknown background, thus "matching" the known
signature. It provides a rapid means of detecting specific materials based on
matches to library or image endmember spectra and does not require knowledge of
all the endmembers within an image scene (ENVI, 2000). ENVI does not state
exact implementation of matched filter however, it refers to the paper about OSP
(Orthogonal Subspace Projection) algorithm (Harsanyi, 1994)
Brief mathematical background information about OSP algorithm will be stated in
this thesis and it is mainly referred to the paper (Harsanyi, 1994).
A mixed pixel containing p spectrally distinct materials, denoted by the k x 1
vector r(x, y) can be described by linear model
r(x, y) = Ma(x, y) + n(x, y) (3-6-3)
where k is the number of spectral bands, (x, y) is the spatial position of the pixel. M
is k x p matrix with k rows representing spectral signature and p columns
representing p distinct materials with each spectral signature (k bands). a(x, y) is a
p x 1 vector having fractions of p distinct materials mixed in the vector r(x, y) and
n(x, y) is a k x 1 vector representing random noise which is assumed to be an
independent, identically distributed Gaussian process with zero mean. We can
rewrite Equation (3-6-3) in order to separate the desired and undesired signatures
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with the assumption of linear independent mixture of signatures.
r = dap + Uy + n (3-6-4)
where the desired signature of interest is denoted by d and the undesired
signatures are denoted by U . The undesired vectors are assumed to be linearly
independent. ap is the fraction of the desired signature, and y is a (p-1 x 1 ) vector
which contains undesired fraction of a.
The least squares optimal interference rejection operator is given by the kxk
matrix
P={l-Ulf) (3-6-5)
Where if = (UTU)'1UT is the pseudoinverse of U.
The operator minimizes energy associated with the signatures not of interest as
opposed to minimizing the total least squares error. When the operator are
applied to r
Pr=Pdap + Pn (3-6-6)
This result shows that the P operator suppresses the undesired signatures. The
next step is to perform a matched filter to find the target of interest, d. Combining
these two roles (suppressing undesired signatures and detecting desired signature)
results the OSP operator, qJ.
OSP operator can be defined as
qT
=
dTP (3-6-7)
When the OSP operator is applied the image the output result will be a series of
gray scale rule images for all endmembers. The gray-scale images represent the
relative degree of match of the pixel to the reference spectrum where 1 .0 is a
perfect match.
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Spectral Feature Fitting (SFF)
SFF in ENVI is using Tetracorder (previously Tricorder) algorithm developed by
USGS, Denver (Clark et al., 1991 ). A continuum is removed from each spectrum
in a reference spectral library over the selected spectral range (Kruse and Lefkoff,
1993). The continuum is then removed from the unknown spectrum and the band
depth of the reference spectrum and the unknown spectrum are compared.
ENVI Plot Window
File Edit Options
EH
1.0
0.8
5 0.6
f\
Continuum
Removed ^
Spectrum
Continuum
1.0 j.5
Wovelen<gth (Micromeiers)
2.0 2.5
Figure 3-6-5 Continuum Removal of Kaolinite (ENVI, 1999)
The continuum-removed spectrum is subtracted from 1 .0 and then a scaling factor
is used to scale the depth of the reference spectrum to match the unknown
spectrum. A larger scaling factor then represents a deeper spectral feature. Finally,
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a least-squares-fit is used to determine the root-mean-square (RMS) error between
the reference and the unknown spectrum. A lower RMS score represents a better
match of the unknown to the reference. A more robust implementation of this
algorithm, which utilizes specific absorption features, is currently only available at
the U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, as "Tetra Corder" (Clark et al., 1999).
There are two options for generating the output of spectral feature fitting
algorithm. One option is generating rule images for RMS score and scaling factor
separately and the other option is generating rule images with scaling factor
divided by RMS score. This option (scaling factor -h RMS score) was chosen in
this research so the output rule images do not have absolute data value range. MF
output rule images has 1 for perfect detection and 0 for no detection but SFF
output rule images do not have any absolute values for detection score.
3-6-3 Performance Metrics of Classification and Target Detection algo
rithms
The verification of the spectral misregistration compensation algorithm
developed in this research was performed by measuring the improvement of
performance of classification and target detection algorithms. Confusion matrix
(error matrix) and Kappa analysis can be the performance metrics for classification
algorithms (MD, SAM, BE). Target Detection algorithms (MF, SFF) use ROC
(Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve for measuring its performance because
the Target detection algorithms are based on the theory of signal detection
algorithms.
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Confusion Matrix (Error Matrix)
A confusion matrix is a very effective standard form for reporting overall errors for
each category and misclassifications due to confusion between categories.
(Campbell, 1996)
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total
65 4 22 24 115
6 81 5 8 100
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Figure 3-6-6 Example Confusion Matrix (Congalton, 1999)
The columns usually represent the reference data (ground truth map), while the
rows indicate the classification generated from the remotely sensed data.
Figure 3-6-6 shows the example of calculations of producer's and user's
accuracies. Reporting only an overall accuracy (the sum of the major diagonal
divided by the total number of sample units in the entire confusion matrix) is not
enough. Producer's and user's accuracies are ways of representing individual
category accuracies instead of just the overall classification accuracy. Producer's
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accuracy represents how much the reference data pixels (ground truth data) are
classified correctly but user's accuracy represents how much the percent of the
classified pixels are classified correctly.
j = columns
(reference) row total
2 k nj+
is rows
(classification) 2
"11 "12 n1k "1+
"21 "22 n2k n2+
nk1 nk2 nkk nk+
n+1 n+2 n+k
ncolumn total
Figure 3-6-7 Mathematical example of a confusion matrix (Congalton, 1999)
Assume that k x k confusion matrix with total n samples as shown in Figure 3-6-7. k
rows are remotely sensed classifications and k columns are the reference data set.
ny indicates the number of classified pixels into category i (an endmember) in the
remotely sensed classification and category j in the reference data set (generally
ground truth)
Let's define ni+ and n+j.
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ni+=Hn'j (3-6-8)
"+,=2X (3-6-9)
1=1
Now we can define overall accuracy, producer's and user's accuracies.
=j.
N
overall accuracy = (3-6-10)
n a
producer accuracy =
n+j (3-6-11)
user accuracy
ni+ (3-6-12)
When we define piJ=niJ/n then p.+ and p+j are defined as
Pi+=l,Pij (3-6-13)
y=i
P+J=tPa (3"6"14)
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Kappa Analysis
Once the confusion matrix is generated, then kappa analysis can be performed.
The Kappa analysis is a discrete multivariate technique used in accuracy
assessment for statistically determining if one confusion matrix is significantly
different than another (Bishop et al. 1975). Estimated Kappa value is calculated by
K statistics. This is based on the difference between the actual agreement in the
confusion matrix (i.e., the agreement between the remotely sensed classification
and the reference data as indicated by the major diagonal) and the chance
agreement which is indicated by the row and column totals (i.e., marginals). K
statistics is similar to the more familiar Chi square analysis. (Congalton, 1999)
The following equations are defined for calculation of K .
P.=tPu (3-6'15>
i-\
The above equation denotes the actual agreement.
Pc=p,+P.j (3-6-16)
p/+ and p+j are defined in the equation (3-6-13), (3-6-14). The above equation
denotes the chance agreement.
kmP.-P.
"S"''-"""-' (3-6-17)
1 *1 ~ Pr 2 V"1
1=1
Finally, K value is defined in the above equation. When K is 1 , the reference
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data set (endmembers) and the classified data set (classification result) have
perfect agreement and K =0 means perfect disagreement. ENVI has a built-in tool
for the calculations of confusion matrix and K value.
ROC (Receiver Operation Characteristic) curve
It is necessary to discuss some of the basic concepts of detection theory
and shows how this theory relates to estimating the performance of signal
detection algorithms using Receiver Operation Characteristic. When the signal at
the receiver contains white Gaussian noise, we can define two hypotheses: the
signal-plus-noise hypothesis (Hi) and the noise-only hypothesis (H0). The
probability densities of these two hypotheses are shown in Figure 3-6-7.
The probability of false alarm (Pfa) equals the area under the noise-only-density
function to the right of the detection threshold a.
Pfa = \po(x)dx (3-6-18)
The probability of detection (Pd) equals the area under the signal-plus-noise
density function to the right of the threshold a.
Pd = \p,(x)dx (3-6-19)
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Figure 3-6-7 Probability density function distributions of noise-only (p0) and signal-plus-
noise (pO. a is a fixed threshold of calculating probabilities of detection and false alarm.
(DeFatta, 1988)
The detection process is to decide whether a signal is present or not and it is
assumed that there are no predetermined or a priori probability. For this case, we
use the Neyman-Pearson criterion for optimum detection. (Defatta, 1998).
Maximizing the probability of detection with the given probability of false alarm
constraint is performed with a fixed threshold a. The solution of maximization of the
probability of detection is determined by the likelihood-ratio test, which is the ratio
of the signal-plus-noise and noise-only probability density functions, that is
P>(*)>
P0(x)
*P (3-6-20)
where p is a function of the threshold a, and the selection of the threshold will
depend on the probability of false alarm. The greater p value means the more
probable signal detection.
The typical ROC curve is shown in Figure 3-6-8. The ROC curves completely
specify the receiver performance. (DeFatta, 1999)
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Figure 3-6-8 Sample ROC curve (Klatt, 2000)
Generally the performance of a signal detection system can be specified by stating
the PD (probability of detection) value with a fixed PFA (probability of false alarm).
In this research, normally the probabilities of detections at PFA=0.1 and PFA=0.01
were calculated. However, when the calculated PD was close to 1 , PFA value was
decreased in order to specify the performance of target detection algorithms
properly. In this case, PFA=0.01 and PFAO.001 or PFA=0.05 were selected in
order to show the improvements of the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms.
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4. Approach
This chapter will describe the selection of test images, the characteristics
of those, the concept of generating the spectral misregistration compensation
coefficients, and spectral misregistration simulation. There are two types of
spectral misregistration compensation algorithms developed in this research. One
uses ground truth spectra and the other uses a cubic spline smoothing technique
described in section 3-5-2. There are two algorithms using cubic spline smoothing.
One is a Least Ratio method which is developed by Dr. Gao (Gao, 1 998). The
other is a Uniform Region method which is developed in this research. This method
finds uniform regions (spectrally pure and homogeneous regions) and generates a
correction coefficient. The detailed procedures of these methods will be discussed
in section 4-2 and 4-3.
Test images were selected based on the availability of ground truth data
since this information is crucial in the evaluation of the algorithm performance.
Scene-derived endmembers are not very helpful in this situation since scene-
derived endmembers already have the spectral misregistration noise effect
embedded in them.
The developed spectral misregistration compensation algorithms generate
spectral curves similar to lab spectra, but it is necessary to quantify improvements
to classification and target detection algorithm performances.
The performance of spectral misregistration compensation algorithms
could be measured by RMS (Root Mean Squared) calculation between the ground
truth and the spectra taken from the corrected image without the majorwater vapor
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absorption bands (0.767, 0.8149 - 0.8275, 0.8933 - 0.9633, 1.125-1.14 micron).
However, RMS value does not reflect the performances of the spectral
misregistration compensation algorithms as it relates to the performance of image
analysis algorithms applied to the resulting reflectance images. There are many
classification performance measurement metrics but this research will use kappa
value for classification algorithms and ROC curve for target detection algorithms.
The SWIR (Short Wave IR) spectral range (1 .289 urn to 2.495 urn) was omitted
from the test images due to unresolved issues with the radiometric calibration in
the bands of the HYDICE image (Sanders, 1999).
General Concept
The spectral misregistration effect of a hyperspectral image is observed in
the entire scene. This means that in many cases the correction for spectral
misregistration can be applied to the entire image by a single coefficient because
the spectral misregistration effect is consistent for every pixel in the image.
Figure 4-1 shows the simple concept of generating the spectral
misregistration correction coefficients, which have mean values close to 1 .
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The reference reflectance
spectra
The spectral misregistration
coefficient
The spectra derived from the reflec
tance image converted by Total inver
sion
Figure 4-1 The general concept of spectral misregistration coefficient
The reference spectra should be fairly flat and smooth but the spectra derived from
the image converted by Total Inversion have small spikes due to spectral
misregistration. The reference spectrum could be the ground truth spectrum or
the spectrum treated by the spectral misregistration compensation algorithms.
Before calculating the coefficients, the reflectance values in wavelengths spanning
the absorption band regions were replaced with linearly interpolated reflectance
estimates at the band areas of these regions. The spectral misregistration
compensation coefficient can be calculated by dividing the reference spectra (for
example, ground truth or smoothed spectra) by the image-derived spectra. The
spectra for generating the spectral misregistration compensation coefficients
should be collected from various locations and material types. These generated
coefficients from various sources are averaged into a single coefficient vector and it
can be applied to the entire image on a pixel-by-pixel basis to compensate for
misregistration.
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4-1 Test Images and Endmember Selection
HYDICE (The Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment) run29
ARM site HYDICE (The Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection
Experiment) run29 images will be one of the test images because actual ground
truth spectra and atmospheric conditions were measured during the HYDICE flight
and a MODTRAN lookup table was already generated. (Figure 4-1-1)
Ground Reflectance Panels
Figure 4-1-1 HYDICE ARM site gray panels
The HYDICE sensor's characteristics and detailed information were already
described in section 3-2. These images were taken over the DOE ARM site in
Oklahoma at June, 22, 1999.
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The HYDICE ARM site image has Lab-measured and Field-measured spectra.
Figure 4-1-2 shows the locations of collected ground truth spectra. These regions
were selected for comparison with the results of classification and target detection
algorithms in order to calculate the confusion matrix. The confusion matrix shows
the performances of classification algorithms by comparing the classification results
and the ground truth regions.
Uncut wheat Uncut pasture
Gravel
4% 2%
16% 8%
64% 32%
Spectral panel
Figure 4-1-2 HYDICE ARM site image with selected regions and their names.
The Total Inversion algorithm was used for converting the HYDICE run29 radiance
(Digital Count) image into a reflectance image. The inverted reflectance image
contains the atmospheric absorption bands caused by various gas constituents and
water vapor in the atmosphere. These bands were removed and interpolated prior
to running the classification or target detection algorithms in order to have a valid
comparison with ground truth spectra. No analysis was made on regions beyond
1.274 urn due to issues concerning the calibration in the SWIR region.
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Figure 4-1-3 The example of removed absorption bands and interpolation for the
removed bands. (Red curve shows the removed absorption bands and green curve shows
the interpolated curve).
Figure 4-1-3 shows the spectra region (0.397 - 1 .274 urn) used in this research
and the linear interpolation across the absorption bands (total 97 channels). Figure
4-1-4 shows the ground truth spectra (endmembers) of HYDICE Run 29 image
which water absorption bands were removed and interpolated. A 16% reflector,
spectral panel, and uncut pasture spectra were chosen as endmembers for the
target detection algorithms.
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Figure 4-1-4 Ground truth spectra of HYDICE run29 image (interpolated spectra)
AVIRIS (Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer)
Another test image used in this research is the RochesterAVIRIS image.
Although this data set only has two ground truth spectra, the calibration ofAVIRIS
is well characterized. This image was acquired over Rochester, New York in May
1999. This image contains various materials over a complex urban area. Because
of the low spatial resolution ofAVIRIS, it was difficult to obtain regions of pure class
pixels to sufficiently train the classification algorithms. However, it can be used for
target detection algorithms. Figure 4-1-5 and 4-1-6 show RochesterAVIRIS image
and the regions that actual ground truth spectra were taken and corresponding
ground truth spectra.
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SAU %ym Loop grass
Figure 4-1-5 Rochester AVIRIS image. The selected green and red regions were the
regions that actual ground truth spectra were taken
Ground Truth spectrg of RIT AVIRIS
0.50 -
0.8 i.O
Wavelength
Loop-grass
SAU_qym
Figure 4-1-6 Ground Truth spectra of RIT AVIRIS scene
DIRSIG (The Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation) syn
thetic image
Using a synthetic image is advantageous to test an image chain and
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classification algorithms since the details of the image are known including
geometry of the scene, material map, and ground truth spectra. The material type
of every pixel and its ground truth spectrum are known. This allows to correctly
estimate the performance of classification and target detection algorithms. The
Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) generated image
was used as a test image. The DIRSIG image does not have any noise or
spectral misregistration effects related to sensors so it is useful to figure out the
performance of Total inversion algorithm and can be used for spectral
misregistration simulation that will be described in section 4-4.
Figure 4-1-7 DIRSIG West Rainbow radiance image. Red rectangles shows the actually
used region for this research.
Figure 4-1-7 is DIRSIG West Rainbow scene and Figure 4-1-8 shows the selected
ground truth regions. The spectral misregistration will be simulated in the DIRSIG
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image. The spectral misregistration compensation algorithms will be applied in
order to estimate the performances of the algorithms. The benefit of spectral
misregistration simulation is that the extent of spectral misregistration is adjustable.
The initial DIRSIG image is very useful for testing algorithm performance
and image systems but it was too spectrally and spatially pure pixels to this
research. In order to create a more realistic image, a 3x3 lowpass filterwas applied
to the spectrally pure test image in order to generate mixed pixels. However, even
after lowpass filtering, the particular DIRSIG scene still has a limited number of
materials (about 20) inconclusive classification and target detection results.
Mjjiknnet
Camouflage net
Desert net
Fallon net
Desert pavement
Deciduous 2
Desert wash
Figure 4-1-8 Selected truth regions of DIRSIG West Rainbow image
To obtain a more realistic situation and keep the consistency with other test
images, the test DIRSIG image was spectrally interpolated to HYDICE Run 29
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sensor characteristics (the same spectral resolution, channel locations and FWHM
(Full Width Half Maximum)). Figure 4-1-9 shows the ground truth spectra used in
this research.
Ground Truth spectra of DIRSIG West Rainbow
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Figure 4-1-9 Ground truth spectra of DIRSIG West Rainbow scene
The next two sections (4-2 and 4-3) will present two kinds of spectral
misregistration coefficients. One method used ground truth spectra and the other
method used cubic spline smoothing to remove spectral misregistration noise.
4-2 Spectral Misregistration Coefficients from Ground Truth
This method uses the ground truth spectra from lab or field as the
reference spectra as mentioned earlier. This method may be the best method
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when provided sufficient ground truth spectra are available. This is usually the
exceptional case. Collecting good ground truth spectra is an expensive and time-
consuming task.
It should be noted that dark spectra (small mean reflectance) are
particularly sensitive to noises which can translate to significant errors in spectral
misregistration coefficients. Because of this effect, use of these low signal spectra
should be avoided.
General procedures of the Ground Truth method are :
1 . Collecting ground truth spectra with identified locations in the test image and
resampling the ground truth spectra having high spectral resolution to fit the
sensor spectral channels.
2. Collecting the spectra derived from the reflectance image inverted by Total
inversion. These spectra should be collected at the same locations as
those of the ground truth spectra in the above step.
3. Calculating coefficients for each corresponding spectrum by [(ground truth
spectra)/(reflectance image derived spectra)].
4. Averaging all coefficients then multiplying to the entire reflectance image.
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4-3 Spectral Misregistration Coefficients from Cubic Spline Smoothing
This section will describe Cubic spline smoothing method, the benefits of
Cubic spline smoothing over conventional fitting algorithms, and two spectral
misregistration compensation algorithms using Cubic spline smoothing.
Normal polynomial interpolation or fitting methods globally approximate the
functions with given data points. However, spline coefficients are determined
slightly nonlocally. The nonlocality is designed to guarantee global smoothness in
the interpolated function up to some order of derivative. Cubic spline produces an
interpolated function that is continuous through the second derivative. Splines
tend to be more stable than polynomials, with less possibility of wild oscillation
between the tabulated points. (Press, 1992) The mathematical details about
spline smoothing was covered in section 3-5-1 and 3-5-2.
Cubic spline smoothing has a variable known as tension. As the tension
increases, it flattens out the curves between data points. On the other hand, as it
decreases, the observed data are reproduced more closely at the expense of
increase of curvature. Figure 4-3-1 shows how curves are changing with various
tension values.
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Figure 4-3-1 Demonstration of how Cubic Spline Smooth affects a noisy spectra with the
changes of tension values. Noisy curve is generated by random number generator.
4-3-1 Least Ratio Method
The purpose of the Least Ratio method is to identify pixels with small ratios and
then calculate a spectral correction coefficient whose mean level is close to 1 .
The definition of the ratio is the spectral sum of the mean squared errors between
the smoothed spectrum and the spectrum from the test image divided by the mean
reflectance value. Figure 4-3-2 shows the brief flow chart describing Least Ratio
Method.
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Choose parameter:
Tension for spline
function
Apply Cubic Spline
smooth to each
spectrum of entire
image cube
Calculate average
reflectance, pavg for
each spectrum
Calculate the stan
dard deviation, a, be
tween the smoothed
spectrum and the
spectrum from the
image cube
Average the calcu
lated coefficients and
apply to the image
cube to obtain
smoothed image cube
Calculate the coeffi
cients by calculating
(smoothed spectra /
the spectra from the
image cube) for the
pixels found in the
previous step
Calculate the ratio,
oVpavg for each pixels
and find pixels with
o7pavg values in the
lower twenty percen
tile
Figure 4-3-2 Flow Chart for Least Ratio Method
This method is based on the paper (Gao, 1998) and it includes the following
steps:
1 . The Cubic Spline smoothing is applied to the spectra of entire image cube and
an intermediate smoothed image cube is produced.
2. The average reflectance level (single value), pavg is calculated for each of
spectra in the image cube.
3. The standard deviation, a is calculated between the spectra from the raw image
cube and that from the smoothed image cube as described in step 1 .
4. The ratio o7pavg is calculated for each of spectra of the entire image cube and
pixels with a/pavg values in the lower twenty percent are identified.
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5. The ratio spectra for each spectra of the identified pixels in the above step is
obtained by calculating smoothed spectrum/unsmoothed (raw) spectrum. One
spectral misregistration compensation coefficient is obtained by averaging all the
ratio spectra. This coefficient average value would be close to one.
6. The calculated spectral misregistration compensation coefficient in the above
step is applied to each of the spectra in the image cube to obtain smoothed
image.
Figure 4-3-3 shows the schematic procedures of Least Ratio method.
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Figure 4-3-3 Schematic procedures of Least Ratio method
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4-3-2 Uniform Spectra Region Method
This method looks for uniform (pure and unmixed) pixel regions by calculating
the standard deviation value among the spectra in a spatial scanning kernel and
generates a correction coefficient with the relatively pure pixels found by the
scanning kernel. The scanning kernel is comprised of a center pixel and neighbor
pixels so the scanning kernel size could be expressed as 3 by 3 or 5 by 5 and so
on. If the pixels in the scanning kernel are relatively pure, the calculated standard
deviation value is expected to be small. On the other hand, the mixed pixels and
the pixels at the border of two different materials will yield high standard deviation
values. It is important to use pure pixels for compensation of spectral
misregistration effect because the spectra of mixed pixels could be distorted and
generate incorrect correction coefficients to compensate for spectral misregistration
effects. The reason for using the ratio (standard deviation/average reflectance) is
that dark, in an absolute sense, pixels always have smaller standard deviation
values than bright pixels. By dividing the standard deviation by the mean
reflectance, a measure of variability can be computed allowing comparisons
between dark and bright pixels to be made. This will avoid the problem that dark
pixels always have small standard deviation values.
Uniform region method includes following steps:
1 . Choose the parameters: scanning kernel size and tension value for
spline smoothing algorithm. Figure 4-3-2 shows schematic
procedures describing the Uniform region method.
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2. Find the spectral standard deviation value (ok) for the spectra of the
pixels in the scanning kernel and scan the entire test image to
generate a standard deviation map. The standard deviation map does
not have spectral information because the spectral standard deviation
values (each spectral channel has a standard deviation value) are
summed (^crk =a).
k
3. Find mean reflectance value (pavg) of each spatial pixels and
calculating the ratio o7pavg (the standard deviation value / mean
reflectance value) map for entire image.
4. Find the locations of the pixels having small ratio values (lower twenty
percent) in order to identify pure pixels.
5. Run unsupervised classification algorithm (K-means) with the
identified pixels in the above step. Average the classified spectra of
each class.
6. Generate the spectral misregistration coefficients with the averaged
spectra of each class in the above step by dividing the averaged
spectra of each class into the spline-smoothed spectra (the averaged
spectra of each class are smoothed by Spline smoothing).
7. Averaging all the spectral misregistration coefficients from every class
in the above step then multiplying the reflectance test image by the
averaged single coefficient.
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There is a problem with this method. If a specific material is distributed over
a large area in the test image, the pixels identified as pure pixels will contain a
characteristic spectral feature. For example, ifwheat fields or grass fields are
distributed over a large area then the spectra of those areas generally have
vegetation characteristics. This problem should be solved because the number of
large area pixels outnumbers the other pixels during the pure pixel identification
process. The spline smoothing coefficient will have a specific vegetation peak at
0.69 nm for a test image containing large vegetation areas. Figure 4-3-5 shows
the typical vegetation spectrum and the circled location causes a high peak in the
spectral misregistration correction coefficient by smoothing out the dip at 0.69 nm.
Uncut pasture spectrum
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Figure 4-3-5 This plot shows typical vegetation spectrum and the circled location have a
problem with the Spline smoothing because the smoothing algorithm smooths out the dip
and causes high peak in the spectral misregistration coefficient.
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A possible solution for this problem is classifying the selected spectra during
procedure 4. The unsupervised classification algorithms such as K-means and
ISOdata could reduce the number of identified pixels in the large area during the
pure pixel identification process into a single class. This will reduce the effect that
a spectrum feature in a large area dominates the other spectral features with small
areas. Then the spectral misregistration coefficient could be generated from the
classified spectra. The generated coefficient will be less dominated by the spectra
of the large area. If the test image had many material classes over a large area,
the stray spectral structure could be reduced.
4-4 Spectral Misregistration Simulation
To understand how these spectral polishing algorithm performed, spectral
misregistration effects were simulated. This simulation technique utilizes DIRSIG
synthetic images as input images because all the reflectance spectra of the
synthetic image are fully characterized. The simulated spectral misregistration
effects provide the clue of spectral misregistration extent in real images.
The procedures for the spectral misregistration simulation include the
following steps:
1 . User choose the atmospheric conditions (water vapor amount, surface
elevation, and visibility) for the test reflectance image from an already
generated MODTRAN lookup table.
2. Collect the atmospheric parameters from the MODTRAN lookup table
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having the chosen atmospheric conditions.
3. The reflectance test image can be converted into the radiance image by
using Equation 3-3-6 with the atmospheric parameters of the MODTRAN
lookup table. This radiance image could be converted into DC (Digital
Count) image depending on different sensors. This DC image will have
the ideal model atmosphere computed by MODTRAN. There is no spectral
misregistration effects from the sensor since the sensor used the
MODTRAN database for the simulation.
4. Simulate the spectral misregistration with the DC image by spectrally
interpolating the spectra of the DC image in order to adjust the spectral
channel locations. There are many possible ways to simulate the spectral
misregistration in this step, but the simulations were limited to 6nm shift
without lowpass filter and 3nm shift with 3 by 3 lowpass filter to make
realistic spectra since DIRSIG image has spectrally pure pixels.
5. The simulated DC image having the spectral misregistration is then
converted into the reflectance image by Total inversion.
6. The spectrally misregistered reflectance image is generated after the
above step. This image can be compared with the original reflectance
image in order to see the degree of spectral misregistration effect.
Figure 4-4-1 shows the schematic procedures and flow chart describing Spectral
Misregistration Simulation.
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Figure 4-4-1 Flow chart for Spectral Misregistration Simulation
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Simuloted straight 32% without sensor spectral misregistration
C ' '
r^ ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' I 1 r . 1 J3 , -.
simuloted32%
0.4 0.6 0.8 , . 1.0
Wovelen-tqh (ym)
Figure 4-4-2 Simulated straight 32% reflectance spectra without any sensor noises. That
is, straight 32% reflectance spectra was converted DC spectra with a selected atmosphere
then Total inversion algorithm inverted the DC spectra to generate reflectance spectra
without sensor noises but it had only the artifacts from MODTRAN and Total inversion
process.
Figure 4-4-2 shows that MODTRAN and Total inversion process generate
errors without spectral misregistration noise. RMS value between two spectra in
Figure 4-4-2 is 0.00276. This demonstrates that MODTRAN and the Total inversion
process do not produce significant errors so the main noise in the simulation must
come from the sensor, especially from spectral misregistration effect. Figure 4-4-3
shows the simulated spectral misregistration (3nm shift) effect. Note that in a real
scene the spectral differences between actual and MODTRAN modeled
atmospheric effects may also be a source of error.
DIRSIG synthetic imagery is a good input for the spectral misregistration
simulation because the reflectance spectrum of its every pixel is known. The truth
reflectance image for a DIRSIG image can be easily generated. Using the DIRSIG
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reflectance image for the input for spectral misregistration simulation is useful for
verifying the performance measurement of the developed spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms but the DIRSIG reflectance image used in this study does
not have mixed pixels so sometimes it causes unusual results.
Simulated Spectral misregistration - 3nm
0.30 F ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ; ' =1
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Figure 4-4-3 Simulated spectral misregistration effect. The test DIRSIG image was
lowpassed by 3 by 3 lowpass filter in order to make more realistic image because the
spectra of DIRSIG image are too pure. Then 3nm shift was simulated to the lowpassed
DIRSIG image.
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5. Results and Discussion
5-1 HYDICE Run 29 image
HYDICE Run 29 image consists of about 70% of vegetation area and some
buildings and gray panels. This broad vegetation area causes a vegetation
feature at 0.67 nm for calculated spectral misregistration compensation coefficients.
Figure 5-1-1 shows the ground truth spectra locations in the HYDICE Run 29
scene. The next sections will describe the results of spectral misregistration
methods using HYDICE Run 29 image.
Uncut wheat Uncut pasture
Gravel
Spectral panel
Figure 5-1-1 Used ground truth locations in HYDICE Run29 scene.
4% 2%
16% 8%
64% 32%
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Figure 5-1-2 Used ground truth spectra for HYDICE Run 29 image
Ground Truth Method
Ground truth coefficients were generated for each ground truth spectrum.
The ground truth coefficients for 10 ground truth spectra were then averaged into a
single coefficient. Figure 5-1-3 shows the calculated ground truth coefficients and
the spectral standard deviation.
The spectral misregistration effects can be corrected by spectrally
multiplying the entire image with the ground truth coefficient. Figure 5-1-4 shows
the ground truth spectrum (TRUTH), the spectrum before correction (ORIGINAL),
and the spectrum after spectral misregistration correction (CORRECTED). Notice
that the spectral misregistration noise was noticeably removed and the reflectance
level was corrected at the visible region. This shows that the ground truth
coefficient can correct not only the spectral misregistration noise but also the
reflectance level. However, the other spectral misregistration coefficients using
Spline smoothing technique cannot correct the reflectance level.
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Figure 5-1-3 Calculated correction coefficients for each ground truth spectrum and the
spectral standard deviation
Ground Truth Method Result for HYDICE Run29
TRUTH
0.6 0.8, ,, 1.0Wavelength
Figure 5-1-4 Comparison among ground truth spectrum (TRUTH), the spectrum derived
from the inverted reflectance image by Total inversion without correction (ORIGINAL), and
the spectrum derived from corrected image by multiplying ground truth coefficient
(CORRECTED).
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As described in section 3-6-3, the developed spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms were tested by running classification and target detection
algorithms to the test images before and after the spectral misregistration
compensation.
Truth Method Result for MD, SAM, BE - Run 29
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
ra 0.6
Q.
9" 0.5
* 0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
SAM
I Original
I Corrected
Figure 5-1-5 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient by comparing
Kappa values of classification algorithms before and after ground truth coefficient.
Figure 5-1-5 shows Kappa values of MD, SAM, and BE for HYDICE Run29
images.
"Original" in the plot means that Run29 image was not corrected by
Ground truth coefficient and
"Corrected"
means that the kappa values after
compensation of ground truth method. The result shows that Ground Truth method
shows a lot of improvement for SAM and BE but a decrease in performance for MD.
As described in section 3-6-1 , MD does not contain the covariance statistics of
each class but simply mean measures of Euclidean distances between
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endmember spectra and test spectra. This simple distance measurement causes
bad performance for mixed pixels. This assumption will be partially verified by the
results of MD for DIRSIG imagery later. Because DIRSIG image has spectrally
pure pixels, MD classifier works very well for DIRSIG imagery. Spectrally pure
pixels do not have statistical variation in the spectral dimension.
Ground TruthMap -
each color represents
each class
SAM classification
map before applying
truth coefficient
SAM classification
map after applying
truth coefficient
Kappa valuewas
improved from 0.6643
to 0.9077
Figure 5-1-6 SAM classification maps before and after ground truth method correction.
Red circle area shows good classification improvement.
Figure 5-1-6 shows the change of SAM classification map before and after applying
the ground truth method coefficients to Run 29 image. It shows the obvious
overall improvements. Especially the 64% and 8% reflectors were not classified
before applying the ground truth coefficient but those were classified correctly after
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applying the coefficient.
Ground TruthMap - each
color represents each class
BE classification map
before applying truth
coefficient
BE classification map
after applying truth
coefficient
Kappa valuewas
improved from 0.3932 to
0.5699
Figure 5-1-7 BE classification maps before and after ground truth method correction
Figure 5-1-7 BE classification maps before and after applying ground truth
method coefficient. 64% and 8% reflector which were not detected before applying
ground truth coefficient were detected correctly.
Note both the SAM and the BE methods are driven by spectral shape and
should be more sensitive to errors than the MD method.
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Ground Truth Method Result for MF, SFF(PD@ PFA=0.1)
Run 29
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Figure 5-1-8 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient by using MF
(Matched filter) and SFF(Spectral Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was
measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) = 0.1
Ground Truth Method Result for MF, SFF(PD@ PFA=0.01) -
Run 29
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Figure 5-1-9 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient by using MF
(Matched filter) and SFF(Spectral Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was
measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) = 0.01
Figure 5-1-8 and 5-1-9 shows very good improvements of the performances for MF
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and SFF. Three endmembers (16% reflector, spectral panel, uncut pasture) were
used for Target Detection algorithm. Target Detection algorithms are greatly
affected by noises so removing the spectral misregistration noise from the test
image helps for the target detection algorithm to detect a spectral signature.
Figure 5-1-10 shows the detection improvement for MF and the probability of
detection at PFA=0.1 was improved from 0.4443 to 0.706.
Ground TruthMap - each color
represents each class
Blue color pixels represent 16%
reflector
MF rule image for 16%
reflector before applying truth
coefficient
Mean value is 0.0204
MF rule image for an endmember
(16% reflector) after applying truth
coefficient Mean value is 0.1637
PD @ PFA=0. 1 was improved from
0.4443 to 0.706
PD@PFA=0.01 was improved from
0.2597 to 0.2791
Figure 5-1-10 MF rule images of 16% reflector before and after applying ground truth
method. Circled areas show the detection improvement due to Ground truth method.
Next section will show the results of Least Ratio Method and the discussion about
the results.
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Least Ratio Method
Least Ratio Method has a variable: tension. Each result plot has x-axis values as
tension values and corresponding Kappa values.
Least Ratio coeff and standard deviation for Run29
+en=1Q
ten=20
ten=3Q
t en = 50
overage
slondorcLdev
Wavelength (um)
Figure 5-1-1 1 Calculated Least Ratio coefficients and standard deviation for HYDICE
Run 29
Figure 5-1-11 shows the calculated Least Ratio coefficients, its average and
standard deviations. Figure 5-1-12 shows the example of spectral misregistration
correction using Least Ratio Method when tension value is 20.
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Least Ratio Result (tension = 2C0 for HYDICE Run29
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Figure 5-1-12 Corrected noisy curve from HYDICE Run29 by Least Ratio coefficient with
tension = 20
Least Ratio Method - Kappa of MD for Run
29
_=^<t
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Figure 5-1-13 Least Ratio method results for MD classifier of HYDICE Run 29. X-axis
shows various tension values and "Original".
"Original"
means that the kappa value without
any correction.
Figure 5-1-13 shows some improvement (about 0.04) for MD classifier.
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Ground TruthMap - each
color represents each class
MD classificationmap
before applying Least
Ratio coefficient
MD classificationmap after
applying Least Ratio
coefficient with tension =20
Kappa value was improved
from 0.6409 to 0.6819
Figure 5-1-14 MD classification maps before and after applying Least Ratio coefficient
(tension = 20). Notice 4% reflector (red pixels) was classified a little bit better when Least
Ratio coefficient was applied.
Figure 5-1-14 shows that how much the kappa value improvement 0.041 affects
the classification algorithm performance. This much improvement may contribute
only several pixels but sometimes if the target sizes are small, several pixels
improvement is very important.
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Least Ratio Method - Kappa of SAM for Run 29
Figure 5-1-15 Least Ratio method result of SAM classifier with various tentions
Least Ratio Method - Kappa of BE for Run 29
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Figure 5-1-16 Least Ratio method result of BE classifier with various tentions
SAM result (Figure 5-1-15) shows slight improvement but BE result (Figure 5-1-16)
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shows that the Least Ratio method degrades the performance for BE classifier.
BE classifier detects binary signature of an endmember spectrum (greater than
mean reflectance denotes one and less than mean reflectance denotes zero). This
type of simple classification method has a problem with the non-flat spectra. The
calculated binary spectral signature with non-flat spectrum does not contain the
spectral signature information of the test spectra.
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Figure 5-1-17 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for MF (Matched
filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.1
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Figure 5-1-18 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for MF (Matched
filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.01
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Figure 5-1-19 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.1
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Least Ratio Method - SFF - PD at PFA=0.01 for Run29
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Figure 5-1-20 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.01
Figure 5-1-17 through Figure 5-1-20 shows the performance of Target Detection
algorithms before and after applying Least Ratio coefficients. As stated earlier, the
spectral misregistration compensation algorithms improves the performances of
Target Detection algorithm since the spectral misregistration noises are effectively
removed. Figure 5-1-21 shows good improvement on the probability of detection.
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Ground TruthMap - each color
represents each class
Blue color pixels represent 16%
reflector
SFJFrule image for 16%
reflector before applying Least
Ratio method
Mean value is 50.9854
SEE rule image for an ejiitayejnkei
(16% reflector) after applying Least
Ratiomethod. Mean value is 1 1 1.3579
PD@ EEA=0-1 was improved from
0.5882 to 0.6735
PD @EEA=0.01 was improved from
0.098 to 0.5098
Figure 5-1-21 SFF rule images for 16 reflector (blue pixels in the Ground Truth map)
before and after Least Ratio method. The classification score was doubled and PD at
PFA=0.01 was improved from 0.098 to 0.5098.
Uniform Region Method
Least Ratio method has one variable, tension, but Uniform Region method
has two variables; scanning kernel size and tension. In this research, each
combination of kernel sizes and tension values were selected when the Uniform
Region method coefficients were calculated.
Figure 5-1-22 shows the vegetation spectral feature at the Uniform Region
coefficient even after applying unsupervised classification algorithm. Figure 5-1-23
shows the example of Uniform Region method with Kernel=3 and tension=20.
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Figure 5-1-22 Calculated mean spectral misregistration compensation coefficient by
using Uniform Region method and standard deviation.
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Figure 5-1-23 The example of corrected noisy curve by using Uniform Region coefficient
(Kernel = 3, tension =20)
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Uniform Region Method - Kappa of MD for
RUN 29
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Figure 5-1-24 The results of Uniform Region method by calculating kappa values of MD
classifier. The horizontal line (original) denotes the calculated kappa value using Run 29
scene without any correction so the values above this horizontal line mean that MD
classifier shows better performances after using Uniform Region methods.
Figure 5-1-24 shows that Uniform Region method improves the performance of MD
classifier but the performances of MD were decreased after tension = 30. Figure 5-
1-25 shows the same trend as shown in Figure 5-1-24. Higher tension values
eventually start removing the spectral features of the test images. This trend is
consistent for other results.
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Uniform Region Method - Kappa of SAM for RUN 29
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Figure 5-1-25 Kappa values by SAM classifier with and without Uniform Region method.
"Original"
means that the kappa value was calculated from the test image without applying
any spectral misregistration compensation algorithms and Ker=3 means that the scanning
kernel size is three by three pixels for Uniform Region method.
Figure 5-1-26 shows the SAM classification maps before and after applying
Uniform Region method (kernel size=5), tension=20). BE classifier shows that
Uniform Region method improves the performance of BE classifier in all kernel
sizes and tension values in Figure 5-1-27.
Figure 5-1-28 through Figure 5-1-31 show very good improvements of MF and SFF
performances after applying Uniform Region method. Generally target detection
algorithms are affected by the spectral misregistration noise so the spectral
misregistration compensation algorithms works well.
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Ground Truth Map - each
color represents each class
SAM classification map
before applying Uniform
Region coefficient
SAM classification map
after applying Uniform
Region coefficient with
Kernel=5 and tension =30
Kappa value was improved
from 0.6643 to 0.6978
Figure 5-1-26 SAM classification maps before and after applying Uniform Region
coefficient (kernel size=5, tension = 20). Notice red circled area shows better classification.
Uniform Region Method - Kappa of BE for RUN 29
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Figure 5-1-27 Kappa values by BE classifier with and withtout Uniform Region method for
comparison.
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Uniform Region method - PD @ PFA = 0.1 of MF for RUN 29
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Figure 5-1-28 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.1
Uniform Region Method - PD @ PFA = 0.01 of MF for RUN 29
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Figure 5-1-29 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.01
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Uniform Region method - PD @ PFA = 0.1 of SFF
for RUN 29
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Figure 5-1-30 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.1
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Figure 5-1-31 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.01
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Figure 5-1-32 shows HYDICE MF rule images for 16% reflector before and after
applying Uniform region method (kernel size=3, tension=10). The red circled 16%
reflectorwas well detected after applying Uniform Region Method.
Ground Truth Map - each color
represents each class
Blue color pixels represent 16%
reflector
MF rule image for 16%
reflector before applying
Uniform Region method
Mean value is 0.0204
MF rule image for an endjxjgmfeej
(16% reflector) after applying Uniform
Regionmethod (fcer=3, ten=l 0). Mean
value is 0.0821
PD@.PFA=0.1 was improved from
0.4443 to 0.7237
PD@.PFA=0.01 was improved from
0.2597 to 0.2752
Figure 5-1-32 MF rule images of 16% reflector before and after applying Uniform Region
method (kernel size=3, tension=10).
Comparison among the Methods
We used three methods in this research: Ground Truth method, Least
Ratio method, and Uniform Region method. In order to compare the performances
of these three methods, the best results of classification algorithms for each
method was selected and those were compared with the results of classification
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algorithms without applying the spectral misregistration compensation algorithms.
Figure 5-1-33 shows that this comparison is done by subtracting the kappa values
without any corrections from the kappa values with spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms.
As shown in Figure 5-1-33, the Ground Truth method degrades the
performance for MD classifier but it greatly improves the performances of SAM and
BE. The MD classifier only measures geometric distance between two spectra
without applying covariance statistics as described in section 3-6-1 . This simple
distance measurement can misclassify when the classes in the image are similar.
Least Ratio and Uniform Region methods show modest improvements.
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for MD,
SAM, BE (The best results were chosen) for Run 29
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Figure 5-1-33 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the kappa vaules
without any corrections from the kappa values with spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms.
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Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for
MF and SFF (The best results were chosen)
Truth Method
Least Ratio
DUniform Region
MF PD@PFA=0.1 MF SFF PD@PFA=0.1 SFF
PD@PFA=0.01 PD@PFA=0.01
Figure 5-1-34 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the PD (Probability
of Detection) without any corrections from the PD with spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms.
Figure 5-1-34 shows the improvements of the performances of MF and SFF by
applying the spectral misregistration compensation algorithms. All three methods
show significant improvements because Target Detection algorithms are more
sensitive to noises than Classification algorithms
Figure 5-1-35 and 5-1-36 show the performance improvements of MD,
SAM, BE, MF, and SFF after applying the spectral misregistration correction
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algorithm when the tension value is fixed 20 and the kernel size is fixed 5 by 5.
This setting (tension=20, kemel=5) shows generally good performances for all test
images and does not gives much differences than the best results (Figure 5-1-33
and 5-1-34).
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for
MD, SAM, BE(Fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5)
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Figure 5-1-35 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms with fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5. The improvements (y-axis) were
calculated by subtracting the kappa vaules without any corrections from the kappa values
with spectral misregistration compensation algorithms.
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Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for MF and
SFF (Fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5)
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Figure 5-1-36 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the PD (Probability
of Detection) without any corrections from the PD with spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms.
5-2 RIT AVIRIS image
The RITAVIRIS scene has only two ground truth points so it is not feasible
to run the classification algorithms with this image since sufficient statistics cannot
be computed. Only target detection algorithms were tested with this image. It
needs to be reminded that the Total Inversion result of this image (reflectance
image) has a problem with reflectance level as shown in Figure 5-2-1. This
problem caused unusual results for MF algorithm.
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Ground Truth spectra and Total Inversion spectra
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Figure 5-2-1 Ground truth spectra and the Total Inversion result spectra. Notice that the
reflectance levels are deviated from the ground truth spectra.
Ground Truth Method
Truth Coeff. and standard deviation
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?lengih (urn)
Figure 5-2-2 The calculated ground truth coefficients, its mean and standard deviation.
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Results of Truth method tor RIT AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-3 The ground truth spectrum, the corresponding spectrum from Total
Inversion algorithm, and the spectrum corrected by Ground Truth method. Notice that the
reflectance level of corrected Loop spectrum is deviated from the ground truth spectrum
due to the correction for SAU spectrum.
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Ground Truth Method Result for MF, SFF(PD@ PDF=0.1) -
AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-4 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient for MF (Matched
filter) and SFF(Spectral Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at
Probability of False Alarm (PFA) = 0.1
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Ground Truth Method Result for MF, SFF(PD@ PDF=0.05) - RIT
AVIRIS
I Original
I Truth Method
SFF
Figure 5-2-5 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient for MF (Matched
filter) and SFF(Spectral Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at
Probability of False Alarm (PFA) = 0.05
Figure 5-2-4 and Figure 5-2-5 show a lot of improvements for detecting target
endmembers by MF and SFF algorithms. Recall that Ground Truth method can
not only remove the noises from spectral misregistration but also correct
reflectance level error. However, Least Ratio and Uniform Region method cannot
correct reflectance level error.
Figure 5-2-6 shows the improvement on SFF rule image after applying
ground truth method. It shows better identification on SAU roof.
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Ground TruthMap - each color
represents each class
Green color pixels represent
SAU roof
SFF rule image for SAU roof
before applying truth coefficient
Mean value is 96.0504
SFF rule image for an endmember
(16% reflector) after applying truth
coefficient. Mean value is 100.6023
PD @ PFA=0.1 was improved from 0.
3035 to 0.7797
PD@PFA=0.05 was improved from
0.0535 to 0.5877
Figure 5-2-6 SFF rule images for SAU roof before and after applying Truth Region
method. Circled area is SAU roof.
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Least Ratio Method
Figure 5-2-7 shows the calculated Least Ratio coefficient and standard
deviation value. As shown in Figure 5-2-8, the Least Ratio method cannot correct
reflectance level error.
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Figure 5-2-7 Calculated mean Least Ratio coefficient and standard deviation for RIT
AVIRIS scene
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Result of Leost Rolio Method (tension-40) for RIT AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-8 The ground truth spectrum, the corresponding spectrum from Total
Inversion algorithm, and the spectrum corrected by Least Ratio method (tension = 40).
Figure 5-2-9 and Figure 5-2-10 shows a little bit improvement at PDF=0.1 but
almost no improvement at PDF=0.05. This weird result comes from the
reflectance level error. SSF results (Figure 5-2-11 and Figure 5-2-12) shows a lot of
improvements not like MF results. SFF algorithm does not consider the reflectance
level but it only considers spectral features. That is why SFF performed well even
though RIT AVIRIS image has significant reflectance level errors. This trend is
consistent for the results of Uniform Region method.
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Least Ratio Method - MF - PD at PDF=0.1 for RIT
AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-9 The performance measurement of Least Ratio coefficient for MF (Matched
filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.1
Least Ratio Method - MF - PD at PDFO.05 for RIT
AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-10 The performance measurement of Least Ratio coefficient for MF (Matched
filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.05
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Figure 5-2-1 1 The performance measurement of Least Ratio coefficient for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.1
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Figure 5-2-12 The performance measurement of Least Ratio coefficient for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.05
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Uniform Region Method
Figure 5-2-13 shows the vegetation effect as described in section 4-3-1 .
Averoqe Uniform Region Coeff. and standard deviation
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Figure 5-2-13 Calculated mean Uniform Region coefficient and standard deviation for
RIT AVIRIS scene
Result of Uniform Region Method (ten=4Q) for RIT AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-14 The ground truth spectrum, the corresponding spectrum from Total
Inversion algorithm, and the spectrum corrected by Uniform Region method (Kernel size
5, tension = 40).
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As shown in Figure 5-2-15 and Figure 5-2-16, the Uniform Region method
makes worse results of MF than the results before applying Uniform Region
method. These weird results come from the reflectance level error as stated
earlier.
Figure 5-2-17 and 5-2-18 show the very good performance improvements
of Uniform Region method. SFF is not affected by reflectance level error so it
shows very good improvement after applying Uniform Region method.
Uniform Region method - PD @ PFA = 0.1 of MF for RIT AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-15 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.1
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Uniform Region Method - PD @ PFA = 0.01 of MF for RIT
AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-16 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.01
Uniform Region method - PD @ PFA = 0.1of SFF for RIT AVIRIS
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Figure 5-2-17 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.1
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Uniform Region Method - PD @ PFA = 0.05 of SFF for RIT AVIRIS
Figure 5-2-18 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.05
Ground Truth Map - each color
represents each class
Red color pixels represent Loop
Grass
SFF rule image for Loop
Grass before applying
Uniform Region method
(kernel=5, tension=20)
Mean value is 2.0293
SFF rule image for an endmember (Loop
Grass) after applying truth coefficient. Mean
value is 11.9306
PD @ PFA=0.1 was improved from 0.
3035 to 0.6918
PD @ PFA=0.05 was improved from
0.0535 to 0.429
Figure 5-2-19 SFF rule images for Loop Grass (red pixels in Ground Truth map)
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Figure 5-2-19 shows that SFF rule image provides better identification for Loop
Grass area after applying Uniform Region method.
Comparison among the Methods
It should be noted that the results of Figure 5-2-20 was selected from the
best results of each method and the results of Figure 5-2-21 from the results with
fixed tension and kernel size.
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction
for MF and SFF (The best results were chosen) for RIT AVIRIS
0.7
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PD@PFA=0~01 P
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OUniform Region
Figure 5-2-20 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the PD (Probability
of Detection) without any corrections from the PD with spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms.
As stated earlier, Figure 5-2-20 shows that Least Ratio and Uniform Region
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methods have poor performance with MF for RIT AVIRIS scene due to the
reflectance level error but the two methods shows very good performance with SFF.
Figure 5-2-21 shows the similar pattern to Figure 5-2-20.
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for
MF and SFF (Fixed tension=20, kernel=5)
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Figure 5-2-21 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms with fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5.
5-3 DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (plus 6nm shift)
As described in section 4-4, the spectral misregistration simulation was
performed using a DIRSIG image. The test DIRSIG image was used to simulate a
6nm shifting effect of channel location. Then the spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms were applied to this simulated image in order to remove
simulated spectral misregistration noise.
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Ground Truth Method
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Figure 5-3-1 The calculated mean ground truth coefficient and standard deviation for
DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (plus 6nm shift)
Figure 5-3-2 shows that simulated spectral misregistration effects were effectively
removed and the corrected spectrum become similar to ground truth spectrum.
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Result of Truth Method for DIRSIG ft
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Figure 5-3-2 Ground Truth spectrum, the spectrum that spectral misregistration effect
was simulated and the spectrum after by applying Ground Truth method.
Ground Truth Method Result for MD, SAM, BE - Run 29
I Original
I Truth Method
Figure 5-3-3 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient by comparing
Kappa values of classification algorithms before and after ground truth coefficient.
Figure 5-3-3 shows the performances of Ground Truth method by using
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MD, SAM, and BE classifiers. It shows that MD classified all the pixels correctly
because DIRSIG image does not have mixed pixels. The classification
performance of SAM was improved a lot but BE classifier shows worse
performance. As described earlier in the results of BE for HYDICE Run 29 image,
BE classifier has the problem with non-flat spectra and the spectra having
reflectance level error which is shown in the results of the Total Inversion algorithm.
If the test spectra are greatly deviated from mean reflectance level, the calculated
binary information may not have the spectral feature of the spectra.
Figure 5-3-4 and 5-3-5 show significant classification improvements by
applying Ground Truth method for target detection algorithms. MF and SFF show
the perfect detections with DIRSIG images since the pixels in the DIRSIG image
are spectrally pure.
Ground Truth Method Result for MF- DIRSIG (Plus 6nm)
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Figure 5-3-4 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient for MF (Matched
filter). Probability of Detections (PD) were measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.1 and 0.01.
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Ground Truth Method Result for SFF - DIRSIG (Plus 6nm)
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Figure 5-3-5 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting). Probability of Detections (PD) were measured at Probability of False
Alarm (PFA) = 0.01 and 0.001.
Figure 5-3-6 shows the example result of SFF with Ground Truth method. The
result after applying Ground Truth (right image) shows improved detection
probability and less noise.
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Ground TruthMap - Red color
pixels represent Camouflage net.
SFF rule image for
Camouflage net before
applying ground truth
method
Mean value is 3.6296
SFF rule image for an endmember
(Camouflage net) after applying truth
coefficient. Mean value is 8.5034
PD @ PFA=0.01 from 0. 2636 to 1
PD @ PFA=0.001 from 0. 1347 to 0.8227
Figure 5-3-6 SFF rule images of Camouflage net before (center) and after (right) applying
Ground Truth method. Red circles show improved identification on Camouflage net.
Least Ratio Method
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Figure 5-3-7 The calculated mean Least Ratio coefficient and standard deviation for
DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (plus 6nm shift)
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Figure 5-3-8 The ground truth spectrum, the corresponding spectrum from Total
Inversion algorithm, and the spectrum corrected by Least Ratio method (tension = 30).
MD classifier classified perfectly with Least Ratio method because of the
nature of DIRSIG scene. The DIRSIG image used in this simulation do not have
mixed pixels. That means that the pixels consisting of a class do not have
statistical variations. There will be no overlaps among classes.
Figure 5-3-9 and 5-3-10 show the decent improvements for SAM and BE
classifiers after applying Least Ratio methods.
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Least Ratio Method - Kappa of SAM for DIRSIG (
Plus 6nm)
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Figure 5-3-9 The kappa values of SAM classifier with the changes of tension values of
Least Ratio method for simulated DIRSIG image.
Least Ratio Method - Kappa of BE for DIRSIG (Plus
6nm)
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Figure 5-3-10 The kappa values of BE classifier with the changes of tension values of
Least Ratio method for simulated DIRSIG image.
It should be noted that PD (Probability of Detection) was estimated at PFA
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(Probability of FalseAlarm) = 0.1 and 0.01 for MF but SFF used PFA=0.01 and
0.001 . SFF showed significantly better performances than MF. When SFF used
PFA=0.1 and 0.01 for estimation of PD, the estimated PD's were close to one. The
improvements done by spectral misregistration coefficients cannot be measured at
these PFA values. That is why SFF used strict PFA values.
Figure 5-3-11 and 5-3-12 show the changes of the performances of MF
algorithm with the change of tension values of Least Ratio method. When PFA =
0.1 , the Least Ratio method almost does not make significant improvements but
when PFA = 0.01 , the Least Ratio method greatly improves the performance of MF
target detection algorithm.
Least Ratio Method - MF - PD at PFA=0.1 for DIRSIG (Plus 6nm)
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Figure 5-3-1 1 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for MF (Matched
filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.1
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Least Ratio Method - MF - PD at PFA=0.01 for DIRSIG
(Plus6nm)
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Figure 5-3-12 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for MF (Matched
filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.01
Figure 5-3-13 and 5-3-14 show very good improvements for SFF algorithm even
though the chosen probabilities of false alarm were reduced to 0.01 and 0.001.
As shown in the results of HYDICE Run 29 and RIT AVIRIS scenes, SFF algorithm
shows the best results for all the spectral misregistration compensation algorithms.
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Least Ratio Method - SFF - PDat PFA=0.01 for DIRSIG (Plus
6nm)
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Figure 5-3-13 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.01
Least Ratio Method - SFF - PD at PFA=0.001 for
DIRSIG (Plus 6nm)
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Figure 5-3-14 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.001
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Uniform Region Method
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Figure 5-3-15 Calculated mean Uniform Region coefficient and standard deviation for
DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (plus 6nm shift)
As already shown in the MD result of Least Ratio method, MD classifier with
Uniform Region method also shows perfect classification (kappa=1) due to the
spectrally pure pixels of DIRSIG image.
Figure 5-3-17 shows a slight classification improvement of SAM after
applying Uniform Region method.
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Figure 5-3-16 The example of corrected noisy curve by using Uniform Region coefficient
(Kernel = 3, tension =20) for the DIRSIG image that the spectral misregistration (6nm shift)
was simulated.
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Figure 5-3-17 Kappa values by SAM classifier with and without Uniform Region method.
"Original"
means that the kappa value was calculated from the test image without applying
any spectral misregistration compensation algorithms and Ker=3 means that the used
scanning kernel size is three by three pixels for Uniform Region method.
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Uniform Region Method - Kappa of BE for DIRSIG (Plus
6nm)
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Figure 5-3-18 Kappa values by BE classifier with and without Uniform Region method for
comparison.
Figure 5-3-18 shows that modest improvements of BE after applying
Uniform Region method. Notice that the drop of Kappa values at tension=50. This
comes from removing the spectral features when too much tension was applied.
Probability of detection had almost no change at PDF = 0.1 for MF results shown in
Figure 5-3-19 but PD at PDF = 0.01 was improved in Figure 5-3-20.
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Uniform Region method - PD @ PFA = 0.1 of MF for DIRSIG
(Plus6nm)
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Figure 5-3-19 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.1
Uniform Region Method - PD @ PFA = 0.01 of MF for DIRSIG
(Plus6nm)
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Figure 5-3-20 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.01
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Figure 5-3-21 and 5-3-22 show that the performance improvements of SFF
algorithm after applying Uniform Region method. Even though PFAwas reduced
from 0.1 to 0.01 , the measured PD was one. That means the perfect detections of
endmembers. SFF always showed very good detection performance when the
spectral misregistration compensation algorithms were applied.
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Figure 5-3-21 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.01
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Uniform Region Method - PD@ PFA = 0.001 of SFF for DIRSIG (Plus
6nm)
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Figure 5-3-22 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.001
Comparison among the Methods
It should be noted that the results (Figure 5-3-23, 5-3-24) are shown for
comparison purpose and were chosen from the best result for each spectral
misregistration method without regarding to the variable factors of each method
(tension and kernel size). Figure 5-3-25 and 5-3-26 shows the improvements
after applying the spectral misregistration correction algorithm when tension and
kernel size were fixed for comparison.
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Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for
MD, SAM, BE (The best results were chosen)
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Figure 5-3-23 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the kappa values
without any corrections from the kappa values with spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms.
In Figure 5-3-23, MD classifier already reached to the perfect classification
so the spectral misregistration compensation algorithms did not have the
improvement effects. All three methods showed some improvements for SAM
classifier but Least Ratio and Uniform Region method did not improve the
performance of SAM much. As described in the results of other images, BE
classifier is very sensitive to the spectrum mean level of images and the shapes of
spectra. Ground Truth method made the performance of BE classifier worse.
Because it may distort the spectrum mean level of image. However, the other two
methods do not change the spectrum mean level so Least Ratio and Uniform
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Region methods offer some improvements in the performance of BE.
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for
MF and SFF (The best results were chosen)
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Figure 5-3-24 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the PD (Probability
of Detection) without any corrections from the PD with spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms.
Figure 5-3-24 shows good improvements of detecting target endmembers
for all three methods. As shown in the results of other images, SFF performed
very well after applying the spectral misregistration compensation algorithms.
Figure 5-3-25 and 5-3-26 show the performance improvements of
classification and target detection algorithm the similar results to Figure 5-3-23 and
5-3-24.
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Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for MD, SAM,
BE (Fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5)
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Figure 5-3-25 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms with fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5 for MD, SAM, and BE.
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for MF
and SFF (Fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5)
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Figure 5-3-25 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms with fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5 for MF, and SFF.
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5-4 DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (lowpass filtered
and 3nm shift)
As shown in the results of DIRSIG image with simulated 6nm spectral
misregistration, DIRSIG image has no mixed pixels which resulted in perfect
classification and target detection algorithm performances. In order to make a
more realistic DIRSIG test image, a 3 by 3 lowpass filterwas applied to DIRSIG
radiance image followed by a spectral misregistration (3nm shift) simulation. This
radiance image was then converted to a reflectance image by Total Inversion
algorithm and the spectral misregistration correction algorithms were applied.
Ground Truth Method
Eleven endmembers were used for calculation of Ground Truth coefficient.
A coefficient was generated for each endmember then the Ground Truth coefficient
was calculated by averaging all the coefficients of each endmember. Figure 5-4-1
shows the mean Ground Truth coefficient and its spectral standard deviation.
Figure 5-4-2 shows the example result of Ground Truth Method with lowpass
filtered DIRSIG image having Spectral Misregistration Simulation (plus 3nm
shifting).
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Figure 5-4-1 The calculated mean ground truth coefficient and standard deviation for
DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (lowpassed plus 3nm shift)
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Figure 5-4-2 Comparison among ground truth spectrum (TRUTH), the spectrum derived
from the inverted reflectance image by Total inversion with 3nm shifting Spectral
Misregistration Simulation after lowpass filter (SIMULATED), and the spectrum derived
from corrected image by multiplying ground truth coefficient (CORRECTED).
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Ground Truth Method Result for MD, SAM, BE - DIRSIG
(lowpassed plus 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-3 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient by comparing
Kappa values of classification algorithms before and after ground truth coefficient.
Figure 5-4-3 shows the slight classification improvements of MD and SAM
after applying Ground Truth method but Ground Truth method make worse for the
case of BE classifier. BE classifier is very sensitive to the spectrum mean so
Ground Truth might change the spectrum means of the image and it might cause
worse performance.
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. m
Ground TruthMap - each
color represents each class
SAM classification map after
SAM classificationmap applying Ground Truth method
before applying Ground Kappa value was improved from
Truthmethod 0.8142 to 0.8478
Figure 5-4-4 SAM classification maps before and after ground truth method correction.
Red circled area shows the better classification performance after applying ground truth
method.
Figure 5-4-4 shows the SAM classification maps before and after applying
Ground Truth method. SAM classified red circled area more correctly when
Ground Truth method was applied.
Figure 5-4-5 and 5-4-6 show the very good target detection improvements
by using MF and SFF after applying Ground Truth method even though
probabilities of false alarm were reduced to 0.01 and 0.001.
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Ground Truth Method Result for MF - DIRSIG (lowpassed plus
3nm)
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Figure 5-4-5 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient by using MF
(Matched filter). Probabilities of Detection (PD) were measured at Probability of False
Alarm (PFA) = 0.01 and 0.001. Note PD @PFA=0.001 for the MF result without applying
Ground Truth method is zero.
Ground Truth Method Result for SFF - DIRSIG (lowpassed plus
3nm)
I Original
I Truth Method
SFF-PD
Figure 5-4-6 The performance measurement of Ground truth coefficient by using SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting). Probabilities of Detection (PD) were measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.01 and 0.001
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Least Ratio Method
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Figure 5-4-7 The calculated mean Least Ratio coefficient and standard deviation for
DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (lowpassed plus 3nm shift)
Least Rotio(tension=3Q) for DIRSIG (lowpassed plus 3nm)
0.40
TRUTH
Figure 5-4-8 Corrected noisy curve from DIRSIG by Least Ratio coefficient with tension
30.
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Figure 5-4-9 and 5-4-10 show the changes of classification performances
of MD and SAM after applying Least Ratio method with various tensions. Least
Ratio did not improve the classification performances of MD and SAM significantly.
This result means that slight changes in the statistics of test image did not affect
the classification performances of MD and SAM because these classification
algorithms classify the spectra in high dimension space (97 dimensions for DIRSIG
image).
Least Ratio Method - Kappa of MD for DIRSIG (lowpassed plus
3nm)
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a 0 .908
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Original 10 20 30 40 50
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Figure 5-4-9 Least Ratio method results by MD classifier. X-axis shows various tension
values and "Original".
"Original"
means that the kappa value without any correction.
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Least Ratio Method - Kappa of SAM for DIRSIG
( lowpassed plus 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-10 Least Ratio method result of SAM classifier with various tentions
Figure 5-4-11 and 5-4-12 show the kappa values corresponding the
changes of tension value by BE classifier and the classification maps showing the
classification improvements after applying Least Ratio method (tension = 10).
Red-circled area in Figure 5-4-12 shows the better classification than the
classification map without applying Least Ratio method. Notice that the classified
rectangular panels were smaller than its original size because the test image was
lowpass filtered so the edge pixels of each panel were mixed.
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Least Ratio Method - Kappa of BE for DIRSIG (lowpassed plus
3nm)
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Figure 5-4-1 1 Least Ratio method result of BE classifier with various tentions
Ground TruthMap - each
color represents each class
BE classificationmap
before applying Least
Ratio method
BE classification map after
applying Least Ratio method
(tension=l 0)
Kappa value was improved from
0.7366 to 0.7699
Figure 5-4-12 BE classification maps before and after ground truth method correction.
Red circled area shows the better classification performance after applying Least Ratio
method (tension =10).
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Figure 5-4-13 to Figure 5-4-16 show very good improvements for MF and
SFF target detection algorithms after applying Least Ratio method. The PD's
(Probability of Detection) were measured at PFAs = 0.01 and 0.001 in order to
observe the performance improvement effectively. Specially, the measured PD's
at PFA=0.001 were almost zero before applying Least Ratio method but the
probabilities of detection were improved to about 50% after applying Least Ratio
method.
Least Ratio Method - MF - PD at PFA=0.01 for DIRSIG
(lowpassed plus 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-13 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for MF (Matched
filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.01
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Least Ratio Method - MF - PD at PFA=0.001 for DIRSIG
(lowpassed plus 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-14 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for MF (Matched
filter). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm (PFA) =
0.001
Least Ratio Method - SFF - PD at PFA=0.01 for
DIRSIG (lowpassed plus 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-15 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.01
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Least Ratio Method - SFF - PD at PFA=0.001
for DIRSIG (lowpassed plus 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-16 The performance measurement of Least Ratio method for SFF (Spectral
Feature Fitting). Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.001
Uniform Region Method
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Figure 5-4-17 Calculated mean Uniform Region coefficient and standard deviation for
DIRSIG image with simulated spectral misregistration (lowpassed plus 3nm shift)
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Uniform Reqion(ker= 5 ien=30) for DIRSIG (lowpassed plus 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-18 The example of corrected noisy curve by using Uniform Region coefficient
(Kernel = 3, tension =20) for the DIRSIG image that the spectral misregistration
(lowpassed 3nm shift) was simulated.
Figure 5-4-19 to 5-4-20 show the classification improvements of MD, SAM,
and BE classifiers before and after applying Uniform Region methods. Those
show small improvements but not huge. However, the target detection algorithms
will show very good improvements later.
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Uniform Region Method - Kappa of MD for DIRSIG (lowpassed 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-19 Kappa values by BE classifier with and without Uniform Region method.
"Original"
means that the kappa value was calculated from the test image without applying
any spectral misregistration compensation algorithms and Ker=3 means that the used
scanning kernel size is three by three pixels for Uniform Region method.
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Figure 5-4-20 Kappa values by SAM classifier with and without Uniform Region method.
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Uniform Region Method - Kappa of BE for DIRSIG
(lowpassed 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-21 Kappa values by BE classifier with and without Uniform Region method.
Figure 5-4-22 to 5-4-25 show very good improvements as shown in the
target detection results of Least Ratio method.
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Uniform Region method - PD @ PFA = 0.01 of MF for DIRSIG
(lowpassed 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-22 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.01
Uniform Region Method - PD @ PFA = 0.001 of MF for DIRSIG
(lowpassed 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-23 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for MF
(Matched filter) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) = 0.001
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Uniform Region method - PD @ PFA= 0.01 of SFF for
DIRSIG (lowpassed 3nm)
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Figure 5-4-24 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.01
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Uniform Region Method - PD@ PFA = 0.001 of SFF for DIRSIG (lowpassed
3nm)
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Figure 5-4-25 The performance measurement of Uniform Region method for SFF
(Spectral Feature Fitting) . Probability of Detection (PD) was measured at Probability of
False Alarm (PFA) = 0.001
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Comparison among the Methods
This section compares the classification and target detection results using
the spectral misregistration compensation algorithms with the results not using the
compensation algorithms. Remember that the compared results (Figure 5-4-26,
5-4-27) were chosen from the best results of each method.
Figure 5-4-26 shows the classification results from MD, SAM and BE. All
methods show small improvements except the case of Ground Truth Method by BE.
BE classifier shows the very same pattern as shown in the results of 6nm shifted
DIRSIG image (Figure 5-3-23).
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for MD,
SAM, BE (The best results were chosen)
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Figure 5-4-26 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms with DIRSIG image having simulated spectral misregistration (lowpass filtered
and 3nm shift). The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the kappa
vaules without any corrections from the kappa values with spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms.
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Figure 5-4-27 shows the target detection improvements. Target detection
algorithms generally performed well with the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. This result means that the target detection algorithms are very
sensitive to the spectral misregistration noises.
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for
MF and SFF (The best results were chosen)
0.85
Truth Method
Least Ratio
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SFF-
-SFF
PD@PFA=0.01 PD@PFA=0.001 PD@PFA=0.01 PD@PFA=0.001
Figure 5-4-27 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms. The improvements (y-axis) were calculated by subtracting the PD (Probability
of Detection) without any corrections from the PD with spectral misregistration
compensation algorithms.
Figure 5-4-28 and 5-4-29 show the performance improvements of classification and
target detection algorithm when tension and kernel size were limited to 20 and 5 by
5 and show the similar results to Figure 5-4-26 and 5-4-27.
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Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for MD,
SAM, BE (Fixed tension=20 and kernel=5)
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Figure 5-4-28 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms with fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5 for MD, SAM, and BE.
Amount of improvement upon the spectra without any correction for MF
and SFF (Fixed tension=20 and kernel=5)
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Figure 5-4-29 The amount of improvements for the spectral misregistration compensation
algorithms with fixed tension=20 and kernel size=5 for MF, and SFF.
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6. Conclusion
Three spectral misregistration correction methods were developed in order
to effectively remove the spectral misregistration effects in hyperspectral imagery.
Ground Truth method using ground truth spectra generates a spectral
misregistration correction coefficient. The Uniform Region method and the Least
Ratio method are using cubic spline smoothing technique which is based on cubic
spline fitting.
Cubic spline smoothing was coded and tested as a tool for removing
spectral misregistration effects in this research and the research results showed
that cubic spline smoothing is an effective and promising tool. The performances of
spectral misregistration correction methods were tested and evaluated using three
test images with three classification and two target detection algorithms. Each
classification and target detection algorithms has its own characteristic. For
example, Ground Truth method improves the performances of SAM, BE, MF, and
SFF but not MD. As described in section 3-6-1 , MD classifier does not perform well
for mixed pixels. All the spectral misregistration compensation methods cannot
perform well on all classification and target detection algorithms. The test images'
conditions also influence the performances of classification and target detection
algorithms. For example, RIT AVIRIS reflectance image generated by Total
inversion algorithm has reflectance level error (Figure 5-2-1). This causes poor
performance of the Uniform Region method for MF.
Ground Truth method generally shows good performances for all
classification and target detection algorithms except MD. Ground Truth method
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with existing many ground truth spectra shows good performances but small
number of ground truth spectra can cause miscorrection. Using as many as ground
truth spectra for generating a ground truth coefficient can average the spectral
features in each endmember. However, It is difficult to get hyperspectral images
with good ground truth and the majority of hyperspectral images do not have
ground truth spectra. For practical sense, Ground Truth method is not applicable
for many hyperspectral images.
The Least Ratio and Uniform Region methods using cubic spline
smoothing show very similar results in performance tests. These methods provide
slight improvements for classification algorithms but these methods show very
good performances in target detection algorithms. Target detection algorithms are
especially sensitive to high frequency spectral noise. Least Ratio and Uniform
Region method remove this high frequency spectral noise effectively. The
procedures of Least Ratio method is simpler than Uniform Region method and the
results of Least Ratio are slightly better than those of Uniform Region method.
However, Uniform Region method may give better results for spatially complicated
images because our test images were spatially simpler than urban scenes.
Spatially complicated images have a lot of mixed pixels and Uniform Region
method searches for relatively pure pixels.
SFF shows the best performances among the classification and target
detection algorithms. The reflectance estimated from the radiance image has
estimation errors at the reflectance level during the calculations of surface
elevation, visibility and water vapor in the scene, but the reflectance level error
does not affect the performance of SFF because SFF normalizes the spectral
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features.
7. Recommendations
The following are a list of recommendations of future work relating to this
research
It is necessary to test more classification and target detection algorithms.
Using AVIRIS images having good ground truth data.
Expanding the spectral misregistration simulation to various situations:
different spectral channel shifting and possible other situations.
Develop or find other performance measurement metrics for the spectral
misregistration correction algorithms.
Develop or find other spectral smoothing technique.
Research the relationship between the performance of Uniform Region
method and the parameter changes in K-means algorithm during the
calculation of Uniform Region method coefficient.
Compare EFFORT spectra polishing algorithm built in ENVI 3.5 with Ground
Truth, Uniform Region, and Least Ratio methods.
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9. Appendix A.: User's Guide
Before start following this guide, user must prepare the reflectance image using
any atmospheric correction algorithms (Total Inversion, ATREM etc.) and ground
truth spectra. The number of ground truth spectra is important for the operation of
Ground Truth method and the performance measurement of the other methods.
More ground truth spectra will give better performance of Ground Truth method.
A sample test image is located in the provided CD (/example/image/). This test
image is DIRSIG image after spectral misregistration simulation (lowpass filter and
3nm band shifting) and absorption band removal (see chapter 4-1). A sample
ground truth spectra is in the CD /example/library/97ch_truth.lib and a ENVI ROI
(Region Of Interest) file is /example/library/truth_region.roi.
All the algorithms in the CD are written in IDL. User can run the algorithm with IDL
5.0 or better. Whenever user uses the algorithm, user must change some
parameters: image file locations, image sizes, band numbers, output file locations,
tension, kernel size, etc.
A. Ground Truth method
All Ground Truth method operations were done by ENVI.
1 . Read the sample image and ground truth spectra into ENVI.
2. Go to ENVI ROI (Region of Interest) menu and select the regions of the
ground truth spectra collection.
3. In ROI tool window, select \Options\Mean for All Regions\. This will generate
the mean image-derived-reflectances of corresponding ground truth spectra.
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4. Calculate ground truth coefficients dividing each ground truth spectrum by
the corresponding image-derived-reflectance using \Basic Tools\Spectral
Math. For example, possible math expression is '(s1/s2+s3/s4)/2' when we
got two ground truth spectra. S1 and S3 will be ground spectra and S2 and
S4 will be image derived spectra. This will give you a ground truth coefficient.
Many and various ground truth spectra will give better performance of Ground
Truth method.
B. Spline Smoothing algorithm
The mathematical detail of spline smoothing is described in (Gao 1998). Spline
smoothing is modified spline fitting technique. In this section, only the method and
parameter of spline smoothing algorithm will be described.
Before start using this algorithm, it is important to remove or fill atmosphere
absorption bands. The absorption bands deviate the performance of spline
smoothing algorithm.
The function SPLINEFIT has four input variables: x_axis, input, tension,
Num_channel.
'x_axis' is the array of wavelength values of image spectral channels.
'input'
parameter is the array of spectrum to be smoothed.
'tension' is smoothing tension value. Increasing the tension value means more
smoothing.
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'Num_channel' is the number of x_axis or input array.
The output of the function 'splinefit' will be the same number of array as input
spectrum containing smoothed input spectrum.
FUNCTION SPLINEFIT,X_AXIS,INPUT, tension, Num_Channel
THIS FUNCTION PERFORMS CUBIC SPLINE SMOOTHING DEVELOPED BY BO-CAI GAO.
INPUT VARIABLES:
X_AXIS - INPUT X-AXIS VALUES. IT COULD BE MONOTONIC OR NON-MONOTONIC BUT
SHOULD BE ASCENDING
INPUT - DATA VALUES FOR CORRESPONDING X_AXIS
TENSION - EXTENT OF SMOOTHING
NUM CHANNEL - IF THE TEST IMAGE HAS SPECTRAL BANDS
1998
DEVELOPED BY HYEUNGU CHOI BASED ON MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION BY BO-CAI GAO, MING
LIU AND CURTISS O. DAVIS
; 'A NEW AND FAST METHOD FOR SMOOTHING SPECTRAL IMAGING
DATA" IN AIRBORNE
GEOSCIENCE WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS, 1998
delta=fltarr(Num_Channel)
Y=input
for i=0, Num_Channel-2 do delta[i]=x_axis[i+1]-x_axis[i]
average_delta=total(delta)/(Num_Channel-1)
A=(tension)A2
B=(2-4*tensionA2)
C=(8+6*tensionA2)
Cap_A=fltarr(Num_channel-2,Num_channel-2)
Cap_A[lindgen(Num_channel-2)*(Num_channel-1)]=C
Cap_A[lindgen(Num_channel-3)*(Num_channel-1)+1]=B
Cap_A[lindgen(Num_channel-4)*(Num_channel-1)+2]=A
Cap_A[lindgen(Num_channel-3)*(Num_channel-1)+(Num_channel-2)]=B
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Cap_A[lindgen(Num_channel-4)*(Num_channel-1)+(Num_channel*2-4)]=A
Ainverse=invert(Cap_A)
Yprime=fltarr(Num_channel-2) & H=fltarr(Num_channel)
For i=0,Num_channel-3 do Yprime[i]=-1*(tension)A2*(Y[i]-2.*Y[i+1]+Y[i+2])
Lamda=Ainverse##Yprime
H[0]=Y[0]+lamda[0]
H[1 ]=-2*lamda[0]+lamda[1 ]+Y[1 ]
For i=2, Num_channel-3 Do H[i]=Y[i]+lamda[i-2]-2*lamda[i-1]+lamda[i]
H[Num_channel-2]=Y[Num_channel-2]+lamda[Num_channel-4]-2.*lamda[Num_channel-3]
H[Num_channel-1]=Y[Num_channel-1]+lamda[Num_channel-3]
RETURN, H
END
C. Least Ratio method
Following steps will describe step-by-step Least Ratio procedures. Detailed
procedures of Least Ratio method is described in section 4-3-1 .
1. Read /example/least_ratio/program/least_ratio_97ch.pro into IDL.
2. Find and change variable
"tension=50" to desired values.
3. Change other variables "image_x,
image_y"
and file path in
"filepath"
function to proper numbers and locations of files.
4. Compile and run
"least_ratio_97ch.pro"
and it will give a text file having least
ratio coefficient.
D. Uniform Region Method
User must change variables related to image size ('image_x'I'image_y'), image
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channel number, image and other file locations to fit user's program running
environment.
Uniform Region method has several steps: standard deviation map generation,
selecting pixels with lower 20 percent standard deviation, K-means unsupervised
classification, and Uniform Region coefficient calculation. Each step uses small
programs except K-mean classification step.
1 . The program "std_map_generator.pro" in CD
(/sample/uniform_region/program/) will read an image and calculate an
standard deviation map. User must change the output file path for desired
location and kernel size in variable "kernel". The standard deviation map will
be float type file with the same image size as the input image size and single
channel.
2. The program "select_lower_20percent_STD_pixels.pro" in CD
(/sample/uniformregion/program/) will read the output of the program
"std_map_generator.pro"
and select the pixels having lower 20 percent of
standard deviation. The selected pixels will be recorded into single line
image with spectra. This image size will be variable depending on the test
image. After running "select_lower_20percent_STD_pixels.pro", IDL log will
give "Pixel Count = #" with some number. This number will be image sample
size and image line size is 1 and image interleave is BIP.
3. IDL does not provide K-means unsupervised classification algorithm but
ENVI do. Read the output image of
"select_lower_20percent_STD_pixels.pro" into ENVI. ENVI will ask image
information for image size, channel number (1), data type (float), file type
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(envi_standard), byte order (network), and interleave (BIP). Go to
/Classification/Unsupervised/K-means then select the image just read into
ENVI. For K-Means parameters, number of classes could be any number
depending on the complexity of user's test image but should be more than
expected number of classes because K-Means will not force to classify the
image into the user provided number of classes. If two classes are similar
those classes will be merged in a class during K-Means classification. Other
parameters could be default values. After running K-Means, ENVI will give a
classification map. Look at the map. Go to \File\Save File As\ASCII in ENVI
menu and save the classification map as ASCII. This ASCII file is a text file
having class numbers for each pixel location. Remove header information in
the class map for next step.
4. Run "average_coeff_generator_with_classified_pixels.pro" with the above
ASCII classification map. The output will be a text file having calculated
Uniform Region coefficient.
E. Spectral Misregistration Simulation
It is important to understand MODTRAN LUT (lookup table) structure in order to
simulate the spectral misregistration simulation.
A sample Run 29 image MODTRAN LUT is in the CD (/sample/LUT/). Following is
the actual header part of MODTRAN LUT. Total nine columns exist and each
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column contains all the values required to calculate radiance values from
reflectance values by Equation 3-3-6.
ZV grdn '-'downwellded )P T T _ . _ _ e
sensor
=
77T
ZT~ " + Kwelled + PavSLenv Equation 3-3-6[i.o-Pavgs) upwe"e
#This lookup table was derived fromWorking_run29
#Built on: Fri Apr 30 10:28:35 EDT 1999
#
# Column 1 = channel number [ 1-based ]
# Column 2 = wavelength [ microns ]
# Column 3 = direct reflected radiance [ Watts/(cmA2 sr microns)
# Column 4 = tau2 [ 0.0-1.0 ]
# Column 5 = upwelled radiance [ Watts/(cmA2 sr microns) ]
# Column 6 = spherical albedo [ 0.0-1.0 ]
# Column 7 = spectral weight [ microns ]
# Column 8 = downwelled radiance [ Watts/(cmA2 sr microns) ]
# Column 9 = evironmental radiance [ Watts/(cmA2 sr microns) ]
#
#Number of visibilities
#
7
# Number of elevations
#
10
# Number ofwater vapors
#
12
# Number of spectral points
#
210
#Visibility = 10.0
#
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10.0
#Elevation = 0.315
#
0.315
#Water Vapor Scale = 0.05
#[Sun-TargetWater Vapor] [Sensor-TargetWater Vapor]
#Visibility:10.0 Elevation:0.315Water Vapor:0.05
0.273876 0.121727
In the equation 3-3-6, Lgrdn will be Column 3, direct reflected radiance, p and pavg
will have the same values and user need to put reflectance value from the
reflectance image for p and pavg parameters. User must decide visibility, elevation
and water vapor amount to be used. Converting a reflectance image into a
radiance image is easily done by ENVI spectral math function. When user goes to
ENVI/Spectral/Spectral Math/, the spectral math window will pop up. User can type
the following sentence in 'Enter an expression'.
((s1 +s4)*s1 0/(1 .-s1 0*s3)+s2+s1 0*s5)
((s 1 +s4)*s 1 0/( 1 .-s 1 0*s3)+s2+s 1 0*s5)*1 0000*75
The first expression is to calculate radiance value (Watt/micron*meterA2) which is
the same expression as Equation 3-3-6. The second expression is to calculate DC
value for HYDICE sensor. User must derive following spectral values from
MODTRAN LUT and save as ENVI spectral library files before using ENVI spectral
math.
s1 should be selected as Lgrnd (Ground radiance)
s2 should be selected as Lup (Upwell)
s3 should be selected as S (Spherical elbido)
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s4 should be selected as Ldown (Downwell)
s5 should be selected as Lenv (Environmental radiance)
s10 should be selected as Reflectance spectrum or image for conversion.
The variable s10 should be selected as a reflectance image. In the 'Variables to
Spectra Pairings' window of ENVI, user should click 'Map Variable to Input
File'
then select the reflectance image to be converted. The output of the spectral math
will be a radiance or DC image cube.
User can find the manual about using the spectral math and some sample libraries
in the provided CD (/sample/simulation/radiance_calc/).
After calculating radiance image from reflectance image, user must spectrally shift
the entire spectra of the radiance image. Spline function built in IDL is useful
interpolation function for the spectral shifting. IDL program
"make_misregistration.pro" in the CD (/sample/simulation/program/) will spectrally
shift the entire radiance image and gives the spectral-misregistration-simulated
image. This simulated spectrally misregistered radiance image can be converted to
reflectance image using Total Inversion.
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